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Neodymium- Aligned Technology and
Variable -D° Design are Combined to
Create the New RE27N /D
Twenty years ago, Electro -Voice
introduced the legendary RE20, which
soon became an industry standard in
broadcast production and recording.
Today, the Variable -D design concept
pioneered by the RE20 is still world class.
The new RE27N /D not only utilizes this
time -proven design, but takes it one step
further with the addition of EV's N/DYM°
technology. Electro -Voice was the first
audio manufacturer to harness the
power of this rare -earth super magnet.
N/DYM actually delivers four times the
power of conventional magnets. The
RE27N/D also offers three switchable
filters, one high frequency and two low
frequency. Due to the increased sensitivity
provided by N /DYM, the switchable
filters enable the selection of either a flat
high -end response or a shelving
emphasis above 4 kHz for enhanced
vocal presence, and the option of two
low-frequency rolloffs.

The net result: a microphone that is
designed in the tradition of the RE20, but
exhibits higher output and even wider
frequency response, providing a high performance version of the Variable -D
design concept.

and Variable-D are
the ingredients of a perfect blend
new RE27N /D.
N /DYM

-

the

For additional information, contact Ivan
Schwartz of Electro-Voice at 616/695 -6831.
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Electrol/oiceó
a MARK IV company.
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Electro-Voice, Inc.

500 Cecil St.

Buchanan, MI 49107

6164954E4331

Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc

145 Herbert St.
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Some manufacturers want

you to believe filters don't
make a difference.

That's why so many of you have specifically
requested Apogee Filters on your Mitsubishi
32-channel digital audio recorders.
Now every X -880 comes fully enhanced from
the factory with Apogee 944 Series Digital Audio
Filter Modules *.
You can hear the difference.

A Siemens Company

CT: (203) 744,6230 NY: (212) 956-6464 CA: (213) 461-6383 TN: (615) 329-9584
Apogee Electronics Corporation (213)399-2991

Toron:o: (416) 365-3363

sxadard on x-880's sold In tl.S and Canada only
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Spending years on end cooped up
in small, dark rooms with a bunch of

engineers takes certain special qualities.
Durability, for one. We've always been

known for that.

Of course, incredibly

clear, uncolored sound quality doesn't

hurt, either. Or hand-assembled components, with gap precision to plus or minus

one -millionth of an inch.

These features got TAD speakers
into studios like Record Plant, NOMIS

and Masterfonics. And the same features
are now getting us out

of them.

See, we had this funny idea that

if TAD could make music sound terrific
in a small room, we could make music

sound terrific in a huge arena. And every
outing we've had with Maryland Sound
has proved us right.

Not that we won't still work our
woofers off in studios from London to

L.A. all day. But, at night, we'd like to
get out and jam more often.

Technical
Audio Devices

When music is your business.
Prof ssional Products Dn,sion of Puone-r Eremonics (USA) Inc, 2265 E. 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90810, (213) 816 -0415, Fax: (213) 830 -9367
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The impressive
new AT4031 Studio Cardioid
Capacitor Microphone.
Our new AT4031 makes a great
first impres3ion. And it builds
from there. The sound is effortless and natural over the entire
spectrum of voices and musical
instruments. It's the result of
wide, flat frequency response,
low distortion, and excellent
dynamic range.

Very fast transient
response
The outstanding performance
is the product of uncommon pre-

cision inside the fixed -charge
element. The diaphragm is only
0.00016" thick (just 4 microns),
including 9-e ultra -thin vacuum deposited gold conductive layer.
Very fast transient response and
wide bandwidth are assured. With
its high sensitivity
44 dBm)

(-

and low distortion, the AT4031
meets the stringent dynamic
range demands of -oday's storage and playback media.

Uniform, predictable
performance
You'll find the AT4031 very
easy to use. The uniform, predictable cardioid pattern translates
into off -axis attenuation, not coloration. An integral second -order
high -pass filter lets you roll off the
bass at 12 dB per octave, when
wind noise or room rumble must
be controlled. An effective foam
windscreen is also standard.

accept no compromise in performance, yet need a tough, reliable microphone. But, listen for
yourself. Based on extensive field
tests in studios and on stages
around the country, we think
you'll agree that what you hear is
precisely what you need...the
rew AT4031 Studio Cardioid
Capacitor microphone.

No- compromise

performance
The AT4031 is intended for
those professionals who will
Circle (5) on Rapid Facts Card
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1221

Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224
(216) 686 -2600

Engineered For Those With
A Passion For Performance.

200 Delta. From the smooth contours of
its sleekly styled shell to the advanced circuitry
that delivers unprecedented performance, Delta
is the compact console of the nineties. Expanding
on the modular versatility of its 200 Series
predecessors, Delta incorporates many innovations unique to Soundcraft. Advances in low
profile console design that go well beyond the
obvious restyling.
Delta delivers superb sonic quality, with
an improved electronic design that incorporates
a new microphone preamp and active panpot.
And, because Delta selectively bypasses any
circuitry not in operation, you can be assured
of optimum transparency.
Delta delivers unmatched versatility and
control. With Standard, Deluxe, Stereo and Dual Line Input Modules, Delta can meet a wider
variety of applications. By adding up to four
Group Modules, configuring just the right console for your application couldn't be easier.
200 Delta. Engineered for those who
hunger for perfection.

New Deluxe Input
Module includes
expanded 4-band EQ with
two mid- sweEps, high pass
filter and post fader direct output. The
rackmount Delta, shown below in a 12x2
version using Deluxe Inputs, can be expanded
to 24x2 using Dual Line Inputs. Both the
streamlined consoles and rackmount models
are built to u'ithstand the demands of recording
and sound reinjorcernent.

Soundcraft
200,©ELT
Soundcraft USA /JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
11 A Harman International Company
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FuNIA &10f5
Analog In A
Digital World

Yea, verily, we have been about the
world and worshipped at the altar of technological revolution. We have ventured,
as pilgrims, to the estates of digital divination, plucking the flowers of knowledge
and tossing stones at detractors.
We have been to the stands. NAB. AES.
SPARS. NAMM. APRS. MacWorld Expo.
We have visited the factories. Lexicon.
NED. Dyaxis. Digidesign. Apple. Digital
Dynamics. Hybrid Arts. Solid State Logic.
And what have we learned? That analog recording is not dead. That random access, disk -based, graphically interfaced
workstations are still very much in development. That the two will work hand -inhand for quite some time yet. That even
among workstations, there are huge differences
some edit, some sample, some
mix, some track, some synthesize, some
do it all, some better, some worse.
There is currently a solid place for the
large, extremely capable production workstations. In many cases, they do more, do
it faster and for less money than an entire comparable all-analog studio. Indeed,
there are also less- expensive "off-the -shelf"
component systems that provide high fidelity and production efficiency beyond
existing analog systems.
They have limitations, selectively, pending your application. But, if you have no
need to sync to a linear audio multitrack
(LTC), a Sony BVU (VITC or LTC) and a
rack of MIDI gear (MTC) simultaneously,
all the while mixing 24 virtual tracks and
outside-sourced digital tracks, additionally performing multichannel DSP -based EQ
or F/X processing in real time, then a Mac,
MS-DOS or Atari platform will do just fine.
The big boys can do the above mentioned

-

and more.
In defense of analog, the obvious must
be stated. The storage medium is robust.
The technology is known, easily understood and universally translated. Compatibility is a non -issue. The performance is
generally excellent, and in some cases superior to current digital. Sales are still
growing, and the current cost for performance is low and continues to decrease.

Recording

Digital has its shortfalls. It remains to be
seen whether small -package designers will
continue to rely solely on the single poor
little 80386 or 68030 chips, no matter how
accelerated, or fill outboard cards and
stand -alone boxes with 56001s, faster,
next -generation CPUs, multiple parallel
processing number crunchers and highspeed caches. Either way, the key differ-

ences for workstations beyond performance will be presentation and interface:
What does the screen look like? What kind
of device do I touch to get it to dance?
How intuitive is it? These things will come
to the front as the technology equalizes.
For now, it is enough to say that
dedicated-purpose equipment will continue to dominate the higher levels of
professional audio production for the foreseeable future. This includes analog and
digital tape recorders for multitrack linear recording; analog consoles with digital
control and automation; disk -based random access editing /post production stations; and rack-mount processors.
The higher-power, larger -dollar digital
production systems will continue to develop, fully emulating the functions of entire studio packages at highly competitive
total values, providing superior fidelity at
greatly advanced levels of production efficiency. Smaller, computer- based, all -inone workstations and stand -alone studios in -a-box will rapidly overtake 8 -track and
small 16s as the production medium of
choice at the lower- and middle-priced
strata, as well as in -house and dedicated
commercial /industrial production houses,
and video or film support facilities.
The price for performance advantages
will continue to improve. Mac -based,
software -intensive systems will grow in
popularity, filling the niche that analog
boards, decks and racks satisfied exclusively as recently as several years past.
The bottom line? Analog tape decks and
mixing desks are out there in huge numbers, working effectively and efficiently
every day. They're going to be around for
a while. Don't sell them short just yet.

Mike Joseph
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Audio Education
From: Ted Pine, marketing manager, New
England Digital, White River Junction, VT.
Mike Joseph's point in the March editorial [ "Yearning to Learn'] is well taken. Man-

ufacturers and recording schools should
work together to provide training on new
technologies for industry professionals.
For the past two years, New England
Digital has been working with Full Sail
Center for the Recording Arts to provide
a 2 -week training course in all aspects of
operation of our Synclavier and PostPro
systems. Recently we have expanded the
program to include an intermediate course
for existing users, as well as an on-site option where we literally bring the trainers
to the engineers. In addition, for the past
10 years, New England Digital has sponsored an annual summer seminar where
we preview new technologies and host
guest speakers who cover advanced applications topics.
Finally, the company is very active in
providing demonstrations of our equip-

Consumer vs. Pro

and stereo for the home, with a level of
performance that rapidly grew beyond the
available in so-called broadcast quality
equipment. The result was that many stations started using home equipment
professionally, usually with mixed results
because the durability wasn't there.
Nevertheless, consumer equipment began
leading the way in performance specifications. And now you're observing the same
phenomenon in professional audio.

From: John A. Bredesen, PE, director of
engineering, KLCC, Eugene, OR.

SSL Inputs: G

ment to meetings of professional associations, such as SPARS, NARAS, SBE and so
on. I fully agree that support by manufacturers for education and training is critical at this moment of technological transition. Happily, such programs are not a
far -off possibility in the future
they are
a successful reality today.

-

I've just finished reading Laurel Cash's
Cutting Edge column in the April issue
[ "Notes from the Consumer Front "] with
a real feeling of deja vu. I've been in the
broadcast business for more than 30 years
and have seen much the same thing happen in the radio end of the industry.
In the late 1950s (my point of reference)
and earlier, the term "broadcast quality"
meant the best you could buy, as far as
performance and dependability were concerned. The 1960s saw the growth of HiFi

Lowest Prices on AMPEX Tape
Ampex 456 Grand Master® Studio Mastering Tape

or E?

From: Francis Manzella, chief technical engineer, Skyline Studios, New York.
I am writing in response to the comments made by Hugh Padgham regarding
Skyline Studios in June 1990 [REP Interview]. All of his descriptions of his mixing experience at Skyline were accurate.
We did indeed have to refit the console
with an additional 32 E -EQ modules that
SSL graciously provided (in addition to the
12 modules out of 60 that we had left with
E-Equalizers.) Hugh was very understanding once he got over the initial shock and
surprise of unknowingly walking in to mix
on an almost all G -EQ console! We at Skyline has decided to upgrade the Studio 6
console with 48 G -EQs when we put in a
new G- Series board in Studio 3 (also fitted
with 48 G -EQs and 12 Es.) Thinking we
were making an improvement and obviously not being aware of Hugh's strong
opinions regarding th G Series equalizers,
we had not informed him our mistake.
Live and learn.
Since the Vega projects' completion, I
have done considerable investigation into
the "G vs. E" question. With the help of
our regular clients' and as many other
opinions as I could gather (which amounted to quite a few), we decided on a new
configuration. We now have 24 E -EQs in
positions 1 through 24, and 36 G-EQs in
the remaining slots. This configuration is
identical on both of our SSLs. This adjustment has been met with favorable response by all of our regular clients. We believe this arrangement gives us enough
variety to fill most tastes. Also, this puts
the E -EQs where the drums and bass most
often fall. Several engineers expressed a
preference for the E Series equalizers on
these instruments.
We are very happy for Suzanne Vega
and wish her continued success with Days
of Open Hand. It was also a pleasure having Hugh Padgham work here, and I hope
we will see him again on future projects.

-

As
As
As
As

low
low
low
low

as... 2 "
as... 1 "
as... 1/2 "
as... 1/4 "

$114.08 per reel
$ 52.68 per reel
$ 30.43 per reel
$ 9.43 bulk

COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
AEG -Telefunken Mastering Telefunken /Lyrec Duplicating
3M Audio Distributor Audio-Video Cassette Duplication
R -DAT Digital Tape
J -Card Printing
Sony Pro Video Custom Video Cassette Loading
Audio & Video Accessories Ampex Pro Video

HRC Magnetics
1611 Herring
Waco, Texas 76708
CALL TOLL FREE 1- 800 -443 -8457 Nationwide FAX 817 -756 -0082
Circle (6) on Rapid Facts Card
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AGFA
Howard Schwartz the man; Howard
Schwartz the studio. They've both always done things with a different style.
He's built one of the world's largest recording studios without ever cutting a hit
record. Then again, he's always said that
audio -for -video was going to be the biggest hit of all.

His competitors laughed, but he
laughed last. With eight control rooms in
his mid -Manhattan location (including
fully digital editing/
the latest edition
mixing suite), Schwartz (the studio) has
grown bigger than Schwartz (the man).
But the studio still maintains the creative, warm and friendly character of its
founder, who continues to welcome his
clients with the finest audio tools, the
most innovative engineers, and the best
bagels in town.
"People are the only thing you can
count on in this business," Howard explains. "I find the talent, supply them
let them do
with the best tools, then
what they do best"
One of these tools is AGFA PEM 469
the
bias compatible mastering tape
international standard in audio -for -video
recording.
"Year after year we have 'shoot -outs;
and AGFA always comes out ahead," he
says. "But 'tape...schmape; people really make the difference. And
whatever you need, there's always someone you can talk to

-a

I

I

-

at Agfa."

AGFA. The hits are on

us...and the
bagels are
on Howard.

Circle (7) on Rapid Facts Card

Agfa Corp., 100 -Challenger Road
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 Telephone (201) 440 -2500
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SUMMER
SHOWS
We've just come out of the summer trade show season. Here's a quick roundup of what happened.
APRS: The Association of Professional Recording
Studio's annual convention was better attended than
last year. Some thoughts on the U.K. industry: Album
work is still extremely strong, and there is less audio
post than in the U.S. The community is much more
receptive to digital audio workstations, whereas there
is more of a wait- and -see attitude in the States.

NAMM: If 1989 was the Wake by the Lake, 1990 was
the Snore by the Shore. The National Association of
Music Merchant's Summer Expo had even less attendance than last year. Many previous exhibitors such
as JBL, Electro-Voice, Roland, Korg and Peavey didn't
exhibit. Other exhibitors such as Yamaha cut booth
space by 50 %. Just before the show, NAMM officials
announced that the summer show would move from
Atlanta to New York's Javits Center on July 18 -20, 1991,
with a consumer day on July 22.
SMPTE: No, the fall show wasn't early, but the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers announced that this October's show is the last one
in New York. Starting in 1992, the East Coast show
will be in Toronto. West Coast shows will remain in
Los Angeles. More news on SMPTE's collaboration with
the Audio Engineer Society. AES will participate in
SMPTE's 1991 Winter Conference in Detroit on Feb.
1

-2.

Back Up That DAT
The British Record Producers Guide, a
division of the APRS, has warned the U.K.
recording industry to make analog backups of all DAT masters for long-term storage. Guild member Tony Swain researched
the issue and talked to tape manufacturers to determine if DAT can be used for
long-term archiving.
"Digital formats are too new, too liable
to change and at the moment not standardized enough to be a safe storage medium;" Swain says.
John Matarazzo, national technical man-

"That's

-

a

ager at Agfa, agrees.
"Even though DAT is a metal particle
tape formulation, it seems extremely probably that it has the same potential for deterioration as analog tape;" he says. "And
since it has no track record, there is no
way of knowing if it is even worse than
analog for archiving applications:'
The guild recommends that in addition
to analog backups, recorded DAT tapes
should be cycled end to end every year.
After five years, the material should be
copied onto another DAT cassette.

lot of money for stereo equipment."

Midwest bank loan officer's comment concerning a studio's loan
application to buy a Harrison console, AMS digital reverb and Sanken
microphones, among other things.
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PEOPLE
JVC Professional has appointed Masaki
Yoshida president ... Sony Pro Audio has
named Clayton Blick marketing manager and Gary Rose national sales manager ... Neve North America has named
Rich Hajdu vice president of sales and
marketing; Lisa Vogl has been promot-

ed to director of advertising and promotions ... Intersonics has promoted Thomas
Danley to general manager, ServoDrive
Loudspeaker Division ... David P. Friedley has resigned as president and CEO of
Tektronix. Robert W Lundeen, chairman
of the board, is acting as CEO, and William D. Walker, a director, is acting as
president /COO until a new president /CEO
can be selected ... Bose has made the following staff appointments: Bruce Hurst,
Eastern regional sales manager; Tim
Landwehr, Western regional sales manager; and Phil Nelson, factory sales
representative ... Washington Professional Systems has named three sales assistants: Paul Freeman, Geren Mortenson
and Stephen Sadler ... Illbruck has appointed Eric W. Johnson as national
sales manager of SONEX Acoustical Products ... Paul McQuire has been named
president of Electro-Voice.

Tape Machines
LIVE

1989 SALES
2 -trk

Analog

4 -trk/2 -inch

1,279

Analog

.318

2 -trk DASH

35

2 -trk PD

2'

24 -trk DASH

16

2 -trk PD

48 -trk DASH

20

Anything to
This MIDI Stuff?
Ever wonder why the Macintosh is the
de facto computer standard for recording
studios? The following letter may have an
answer. REP recently received this from
an IBM market research employee at the
Boca Raton, FL, facility:
"I am not knowledgeable about MIDI,
but I am very interested in any information you might have collected from your
subscribers on the business opportunity
for MIDI functions on personal computers.
"I know MIDI is used by musicians,
home hobbyists and consumers. What I
don't know is if there are businesses that
would be interested in MIDI functions on
PCs. Have you seen any information
where the opportunity for MIDI has been
forecast? Is there any segmentation of the
market for PC bus architecture (Apple NuBus, IBM AT bus, IBM microchannel)?
'Any information you might be able to
provide me would be appreciated :'

TrendWatch
Sampling: Jimmy Castor's sampling suit
against the Beastie Boys has been settled.
The suit charged the Beasties sampled
"The Return of Leroy (Part 1)" without obtaining permission. It would have been the
first sampling case to go to trial.
Legislation: The DAT bill, which would
have required consumer DAT machines to
be equipped with the SCMS anticopying
system, has bogged down in Congress. At

Anyone who doubts the long -term viability of tape machines
should look at the combined 1989 sales figures of the manufacturers of "professional- format" tape machines. An informal REP
including Mitsubishi, Otari,
poll of some of these manufacturers
Sony and Studer
shows some interesting numbers, which are
reprinted on the left.
Not bad in an industry where you can find old Ampex and Scully machines still lurking around. On the digital side, forget the DASH
vs. PD war. Considering all the competition from digital audio workstations and stand -alone disk -based storage systems, digital tape
machines are more than holding their own.
For simplicity's sake, we excluded "narrow- gauge" analog multitrack formats from companies such as Fostex and Tascam, and
miscellaneous digital tape formats from companies like Yamaha
and Akai, all of which are successfully finding their respective
niches. And we didn't even try to consider DAT machine sales,
which various industry sources have conservatively estimated at
more than 15,000.
Industry professionals may argue the merit of analog vs. digital, but one conclusion is inescapable: The revolutionary cost and
capacity breakthrough for disk -based storage still hasn't happened.
For most facilities, linear tape formats, whether analog or digital,
are still the most cost -effective mediums for short- and long -term
archiving.

-

a June 13 Senate subcommittee meeting,
senators objected to the lack of a royalty
for music publishers, songwriters and other copyright holders to compensate for
sales lost to home taping. A separate Sen-

ate committee handles copyright matters,
and there was some doubt if hearings
could be scheduled before Congress adjourns for the year. A House subcommittee hearing was scheduled for June 26.
Censorship: 2 Live Crew's "As Nasty As

-

They Wanna Be" was declared
to be obscene in Broward
County, FL. It is thought
to be the first federal
court decision on
whether a sound recording is obscene. After the ruling, communities in Texas and
California were considering if the recording
should be banned locally.
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we were to tell you that our new S-770 is the best
digital sampler in the world, you'd probably mutter
something about truth in advertising and go on about
your business. When, as you'll discover momentarily,
it's absolutely true. And, as youll also discover momentarily; the reason for it has less to do with any one
feature in particular than it does with several features
working in conjunction.
Such as the fact that the Roland S-770 is equipped
If

FOOT SWITCH

with AES/EBU Digital I/O, so it's actually possible to
set up a fully integrated digital production facility.
We've also equipped our S-770 with both 20 bit
D/A conversion and Differential Interpolation, thereby
giving it higher resolution than any other stereo sampler.
And while were making comparisons, allow us to
offer another one. With 24-voice polyphony, the Roland
S-770 has more voices than any other comparablypriced sampler. So you're not only assured of getting
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e sound barrier.
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'CANER

'Xtraorclinarysound brtt the IleXibilitytogo along with it.
Ik'IOr(' we forget,
S -770 is also blessed with
in elephant -like internal memory. It can be eXpan(Ie(
o 16 megabytes which, for those of you without (Alenalms nearby, transl; tcs to 83.5 seconds of continuous
tereo sampling time ;,t 48 Id 1z-twice as much as any
ampler in its price range.
While we're on the subject oI price, there's one
now thing we shou'd mention. On many samplers
LdandCorp US, 720)1)(nniric

n Circle,

you hay.' to ac d a slew of peripherals. On our sampler,
you dor't. Things like a 40 megabyte hard disk drive,
S( :si port, I)i4rtal I/O and h(,13 video monitor output

conk standard.
Of :our:, c, these are just the highlights. For the
rocket -scientist inlormation, write us at the address
below of call (.213) 685 -5I4I.
And as far as the sonic boom is concerned, that
comes later. When you heart he S -7711 being played live.
all

Roland'''

Is Angeles, (:A 9(N)1U S647
Circle

(9)

on Rapid Facts Card
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NEWS NOTES

STUDIO UPDATE
Facility/Location

Details

NORTHEAST
Howard M. Schwartz Recording/
New York

New equipment: Sony DVR -10 D -2 recorder.

SOUTHEAST

Cinetel Productions /Knoxville, TN

New equipment: Mozart mixing console with
AMEK /Steinberg automation.

Miami Street Studios /South Bend, IN

New facility with three studio rooms. Owners are John Nuner and Jack Burke. A third

engineer /producer is Howard Lindeman. Located at 1619 Miami St., South Bend, IN
46613; 219- 288TAPE.
Soundshop/Nashville

Studio A redesigned by John Storyk; improve-

Technimedia /Steubenville, OH

David W. Mathes appointed division manager.

ments include expanded control room and
iso booths. New equipment: Trident Vector
console, Sony 48 -track and Mitsubishi 32track recorders, and Studer A-800 24 -track
analog tape machine.

MOUNTAIN

Colorado Sound Recording/
Westminster, CO

Upgraded Trident TSM with Audiomations
Uptown Moving Fader system and a Panasonis SV -3500 DAT machine.

SOUTHWEST

Spectrum Sound Studios

Doug Durbrow, founder of Desitrek Studios
(Portland, OR) has joined the staff.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
EFX Systems /Burbank

Hart Getzen named operations coordinator.

The Post Group /Los Angeles

Rich Thorne promoted to senior vice president, creative activities.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Poolside Studios /San Francisco

New equipment: Euphonix Crescendo automated mixing console; Studer A-80 24 -track

recorder: and Macintosh
Sound Tools.

II

with Digidesign

MANUFACTURERS
AMEK

Sales of the Mozart console: Elias Associates
(New York) and House of the Hits (Boston).

Digital Dynamics

Sales of the ProDisc 464: Rebeledit (New
York) and Midilab (Chicago).

Dolby

Delivery of 48 tracks of SR to Real World
(England).

Hybrid Arts

Installations of ADAP II: Sonic Perfection (San
Francisco), Soundelux Studios (Los Angeles);
Todd AO /Glen Glenn (Hollywood).
Magno Sound (New York) has purchased a 56input custom film -dubbing console.

Neotek
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The following microphones have been
stolen from Penny Lane Studios in
New York: Neumann U67 SN 761, U87
SN 11300, U87 SN 28456; AKG 414 SN
2681, 414 SN 2679; Beyer M201 SN
020838, M500 SN 20973. If anyone
comes across these mics, please con tact Eric Levine, Penny Lane Studios,
212 -687 -4800.

Neve has received Queen Elizabeth's
Award for Export Achievement. The
award is based on the last three years
of business performance.
UCLA Extension has announced its
fall 1990 courses for its certificate program in recording engineering. "Recording Engineering Theory" will be
held Sept. 26 through Dec. 12, 7 -10 p.m.
The fee is $450 and includes a studio
tour of Digital Sound Recording. On
Nov. 3, a 1 -day program titled "The
State of the Recording Studio Business
in Los Angeles" will be held from 10
?.m. to 5 p.m. The fee is $95. The coordinator is Jim Mandell, and guest
speakers include, subject to availability, Gene Shively, CMS Digital; Robyn
Whitney, Trax Recording; Mike Perri cone, Interlok Studios; and Ellis Sorkin,
Studio Referral Service. For more infor-

mation, contact UCLA Extension, The
Arts, 10996 Le Conte Ave., Suite 414,
Los Angeles, CA 90024; 213 -825 -9064.

Ediflex Systems, manufacturer of the
Ediflex electronic editing system and
the Audiflex digital sound editing systern, has been acquired by Lawrence
Kuppin and Robert Rehme, former cochairmen of New World Entertain ment.
Sony has formed the Sony Communication Systems Division (CSD), a new
business unit of Sony Systems & Tech nology. CSD is involved in the design,
engineering, integration and installa tion of turnkey systems that are comprised of audio, video and systems
products produced by various Sony
product groups.

Dynaudio has joined forces with Mun ro Associates and AB Music to develop
and market a new pro audio monitoring systems line. The product line will
cover all monitoring applications from
basic broadcast to full -range mixing,

with bandwidths from subsonic to
40kHz.

Agfa Magnetic Tape Business Unit
has been awarded first prize in the
Business/Professional Advertising As-

STUDIO UPDATE
Facility/Location
MANUFACTURERS

Details

Neve

Consoles delivered or on order: Eldorado Recording (N. Hollywood), V48; Soundcastle Recording Studios (Los Angeles), VRP72 with
Flying Faders; City Lights Studio (Hopewell
Township, NJ), VR60 with Flying Faders, Mitsubishi X -880 and X86HS; Chung King House
of Metal (New York), V60 with Flying Faders
and Mitsubishi X-850 with Apogee filters;
Grateful Dead Productions (San Rafael, CA),
VR48 with Flying Faders; VLM Studio (Santa
Barbara, CA), V60 with Necam 96; Pacifique
Recording (N. Hollywood), VR72 with Flying
Faders; Studio City (Studio City, CA), V60 with
Necam 96; Apollo Theatre /Inner City Broadcasting Corp. (New York), VR60 with Flying
Faders.

Solid State Logic

Installations: ScreenSound A/V editing suite,
Image Express; SLL 4000 G Series consoles
to Power Station and Electric Lady; and SL
5000 M Series console to Universal Studios;
G Series console, BMG Recording Studios;
ScreenSound A/V editing suite, Digital
Services.

Sony

Master Mix (Nashville) has purchased a 2channel PCM -3402 DASH recorder.

Soundtracs

Sales of IL Series consoles: The James Boys,
PEP Sounds and The Yard (U.K.); Zomba
Productions (United States); Creativsound

sociation (B /PAA) Annual Pro -Comm
Awards ceremony. The award was for
the Total Communications Program
More Than $150,000. The campaign
was designed and created by The Culdan Agency, Hackensack, NJ.

Magna Tech Electronic received a
Technical Achievement Award from
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences for a remote control system that permits dubbing mixers to remotely advance or retard individual
magnetic film reproducers and to make
changes in sync while reproducers continue to operate.
NEW COMPANIES

Audiomaster

is a new digital recording facility specializing in the production of radio and TV soundtracks for
advertising. Jeff Kidwell is the owner.
Designed by Systems Development
Group, the facility is located at 7101
Wisconsin Ave., Lower Level One,
Bethesda, MD 20814; 301 -654 -1662.

Russ Berger has formed the Russ
Berger Design Group, a professional consulting firm specializing in re-

cording and broadcast studio design
and planning. Formerly vice president
of The Joiner -Rose Group, Berger is
continuing all in- progress projects with
the support of The Joiner -Rose Group.
The two firms maintain a working relationship and plan to collaborate on future projects. The firm is located at
4004 Beltline, Suite 110, Dallas, TX

(Australia); and Nightingale Records
(Germany).

Trident

B&J Studio (Hollywood) has taken delivery
of a 36 -input Trident 24 console.

WaveFrame

Delivery of AudioFrame systems: Chipper field Post Productions' new facility, The Audio Outpost (London); and Doppler Studios
(Atlanta).

DEALERS
AudioTechniques /New

York

75244; 214 -661-5222; fax 214- 934 -3935.

Soundings -Electrotec specializes

Equipment sales: Trident 24 console to Jeff
Layton Music Production (New York); Peavey /AMR 2400 Production Series console to
John Guth Productions (New York).

in

representation of audio technology and
techniques in the Seattle area, with
particular emphasis on Ambisonic Surround Sound. The company represents
Minim and Calrec nationally; and AMS,
Bryston, Gefen Systems and SoundField Microphones locally. SoundingsElectrotec is located at P.O. Box 10004,
Winslow, WA 98110; 206 -842 -7128.
REP NEWS

Tascam has named Bowman Audio

Marketing (Sioux

Falls, SD) a field

sales representative.
MJA Marketing (St. Charles, MO) and
Palmieri Associates (Ridgefield Park,
NJ) have been named reps for Paso
Sound Products.

New West Audio (Burbank, CA) has
been named the 1989 Representative
of the Year by Panasonic /Ramsa Pro

ADDRESS CHANGES

Prosonus has relocated to

11126 Wed -

dington St., North Hollywood, CA
91601; 818 -766 -5221, 800 -999-6191; fax
818-766 -6098.

Gefen Systems has relocated to 6261
Variel Ave., Suite C, Woodland Hills, CA
91367; 818- 8846294, 800 -565 -6900; fax
818-884 -3108.

Audio.
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Michael Franks:
"Blue Pacific"

Kevin Welch:
"Kevin Welch"

Jeff Lynne:
"Armchair Theater"

Label: Reprise

Produced by: Paul Worley and Ed Seay
Engineered by: Ed Seay, assisted by Mike

JEFF LYNNE

ARMCHAIR THEATRE

Poole and Clarke Schleicher
Mixed by: Ed Seay

Recorded at:

Treasure Isle, the Money Pit
and Sound Emporium, Nashville
Mixed at: Treasure Isle, the Money Pit and
Digital Recorders, Nashville; and the Bennett
House, Franklin, TN
Mastered by: Denny Purcell at Georgetown
Masters, Nashville

SPARS Code: DDD

Produced By:

Jeff Lorber, Tommy LiPuma

and Walter Becker

Engineered By: Jeff Lorber, Gabe Moffat,
Alan Meyerson, Al Schmitt, Joey Wolpert, Bill
Schnee, and Roger Nichols
Recorded at: JHL Sound, Studio Ultimo,
Ground Control, Ocean Way, Cherokee, Sound works West, Los Angeles
Mixed At: Larrabee Sound, Bill Schnee Studio and Soundworks West, Los Angeles
Mastered by: Doug Sax at the Mastering

Comments: Honest music played by
real people. This essentially is a live-in -thestudio album, with most instrumental
tracks (and a few lead vocals) cut live, with
minimal overdubs. One side note: The
SPARS Code in the initial replication run
was incorrectly listed as ADD. The album
indeed DDD; according to co- producer
Ed Seay, this clerical error at the record
company was to be corrected in subseis

quent runs.

Fresh Tracks is a monthly department spotlighting technical and production aspects of recently released albums.
REP is pleased to recommend these for quality referencing and listening enjoyment.
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Mixed at: Village Recorders,

Los Angeles;
Rumbo Recorders, Canoga Park, CA
Mastered by: Steve Hall at Future Disc Systems, Los Angeles

SPARS Code: AAD

Lab, Los Angeles
Spars Code: AAD

Comments: With an all-star production,
musician and engineering cast, "Blue Pacific" lives up to the listener's expectation.
Franks excels by offering fresh compositions highlighted by the technical musicianship of each producer.
Of special interest: The main focus of
this album is, fortunately, not in the technical realm of MIDI sampling, stereo imaging or digital fidelity. The nature of
Frank's voice enables it to stand alone,
with little or no external signal processing. However, the sparing use of pitch
shifting, chorusing and reverberation
prove that, in a supplemental state, an artist need not rely solely upon engineering
tricks to deliver his message. (On the other hand, it sure can sound hip...)

Produced by: Jeff Lynne
Engineered by: Richard Dodd
Recorded at: Posh Studios, England

Comments: A superb collection of ditties from the driving force behind such
mega -groups like the Electric Light Orchestra, the Traveling Wilbury's, etc.,
"Armchair Theater" follows in the recorded tradition of this lineage. The
presentation exhibits sonic depth and unpretentious production.
Of special interest: If there is little
more than a single ounce of reverberation
on any of the album's tracks, we can't find
it
and we're damn glad of it. Moreover,
the rudimentary, monophonic nature of
the mix might shock listeners who are
force -fed a barrage of synthesized stereo
and rapid-fire panning. Therein lies the
true production and musical craft of Jeff
Lynne, who uses technology sparingly; the
music performance takes center stage to
the modern engineering feats.

-

Of special interest: The album was
processed using Georgetown Masters' Audio Animation's Muse digital console,
capable of incredible precision. Check out
these EQ settings Seay supplied for "I Am
No Drifter ": cut of 1.02dB at 26.44Hz, Q
of 19.34; boost of 0.45dB at 74.58Hz, Q
of 0.89; boost of 0.49dB at 5,549.34Hz, Q
of 0.01; boost of 0.47dB at 15,405.16Hz,
Q of 0.11. How's that for control?
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They make beautiful
music together.
Crum- trimmed ri-rist,rr puck, and ¡S -tarn trim-

V/pots

maintain precise circuit tolerances.

Atuüophile-grade capacitors
maximize sonic accuracy.

Unique vacuum-fluorescent
mid i -scale metering shows
signal levels as low as -60dB,
essenmal for digital recording.

Large crystal
oxygen -free cables with
gold plated connectors
ensure sonic clarity
and detail.

Sealed,
steel-shaft

potentiometers
deliver
reliable
performance
A wtdc v =riety of rreimp
and E(: ,modules aCovs
you to cas ly contfig;crc
the ccnrolr to your needs.

for

years.

Sony's own hybrid circuitry makes these
consoles among the quietest in the industry.

Sony marries superior components and intelligent engineering to

construction. It's why the MXP-3000 delivers performance that satisfies

create the MXP -3000 series consoles.

even the most critical users in hundreds of facilities worldwide.

The result is consoles that offer the same high level of sonic excellence as our digital multitrack recorders, as well as unsurpassed reliability.

rMFAtfrrFrrrrìinrrnrrt;rr, .CGP,r
To

%RRII!{T.CF..' ,°..

achieve this, we selected only parts that meet the highest stan-

dards. Often, this required creating unique components.

Call us at 1- 800 -635 -SONY, to learn how you and the MXP -3000

This dedication to quality extends throughout the MXP-3000 series.
From our

series can make beautiful music together.

SONY

"minimal signal path" architecture to our advanced metal frame

v90 Only Cmpnranon

of

Americo

Sony n

n

reiniesed rmiernark

of

Sony
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ÑJ Tom.
The Pretenders:

FOCUS:

"Packed!"

MITCHELL FROOM

-

The Pretenders

"We cut the basic tracks analog with Dolby SR because it's easier to edit, and
then we transferred to digital and stayed there.
"Certain tracks you just approach conceptually, and those are the tracks that I
really enjoy. 'Millionaires' was particularly enjoyable that way because the idea
was to have this rock 'n' roll song with a different -sounding backing. We put
towels on the drums so there'd be no resonance at all. Then we ran the guitars
through all these really dull fuzztones. And then on top of all that, Chrissie's
actually singing a really hard rock 'n' roll song:'
GUITAR SOUNDS

"You have to be fortunate to be working with really good guitar players. The
other thing I would have to credit largely for that is Tchad Blake, the engineer.

Label:

a guitarist himselfHe
so he's into strange guitars.
-guitars.
front of an amp and then
pipe

He has a lot of unconventional ways of miking
he played on a couple of these tracks, in fact
Oftentimes, he'll do something like put a metal
put a mic at the other end of the pipe, for the

Sire

Produced by: Mitchell Froom
Engineered by: Tchad Blake
Mixed by: Tchad Blake
Recorded at: AIR, London; Mayfair,

London;

Sunset Sound Factory, Los Angeles; Abbey
Road, London
Mixed at: A&M Studios, Los Angeles
Mastered By: Bob Ludwig, Masterdisk, New
York

SPARS Code: DDD (drum tracks recorded
analog and converted to digital)

is

in

weird resonances, and mix that in

with the sound.
"Mostly, like with the Crowded House record I'm working on now, when there's
a person who plays their guitar through their setup in their way, that's the sound
you want, that's their distinctive sound. Sometimes if you put a different instrument in their hand, the results are great, other times they're lost. Sometimes if
you get somebody who's too good of a musician and all his playing sounds too
effortless, then you may want to put an instrument in his hands that he's unfamiliar with and you might get a little more angst out of his playing:'
PRODUCTION AND ENGINEERING

Comments: The earlier Pretenders album, "Get Close" (produced by Jimmy [ovine), was not a particularly likable rectoo big and arena -sounding. On
ord
"Packed!," Mitchell Froom's production
gives the band its most Kinks -like quality
and its most modern update at the same
time. The album succeeds because it is
startling in its transparency, naturalness
and closeness.
Of special interest: The guitar tones
are varied and fresh, as evidenced on
"Never Do That ?' "No Guarantee" is an interesting cut because the band is muffled
and the vocal is tantalizingly buried in a
Presley -like slap.

-

"I get involved with an album early on. I'm at the rehearsals, basically just for
listening and commenting. I'm not someone who goes in and tries to make a record sound like my record; I think that's a ridiculous idea. I try to get with the
working together and trying to
songwriter and become a partner with them
get a record. At the end of the record, they feel that it's really the way they
wanted the record to sound. I'm not into manipulating people to do things that
may give them a short term hit, but, instead, one which they won't be embarrassed about later.
"As far as engineering goes, I let Tchad do his job. I'll make suggestions about
trying this or that, or I'll say whether I like something, but I won't get involved
with EQing sounds, because I think it can get a little out of hand.
"I think engineering has to be followed through from the beginning to the end,
and how one guitar may sound definitely has to relate well to the rest of the
at least as opinionated as I am about things
track. Tchad is very opinionated
so very often we'll have intense discussions. But that's good, because at the end
of the day you get something that's really good. As far as how sounds fit together, I really leave that to him :'

-

-

-

CHOOSING

A

MASTERING ENGINEER

"Tchad and I did a record at one point, and we sent if off to three different
people to master it. Bob Ludwig's version came back and it sounded about 500%
better than the others, so since then we've just used him and he's been done an
incredibly good job :'
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The DC 24 Multi-Function
Dynamic Controller.

ther designs give you "either /or.' The
DC 24 gives you "AND ": Two limiters AND
two compressors AND two gates AND a built -in
crossover, all in one compact unit.
A NEW SERVO -LOCK LIMITER DESIGN means
more transparent limiting no matter how
drastically the program material changEs from
moment to moment. Our servo- locking circuit is
smart enough to continuously maintain just the
right ratio necessary to guarantee flawss control.
SEPARATE COMPRESSION CONTROLS allow
you to dial in the perfect amount of dynamics you
want, independently of the limiter. ExtrEmely lownoise, low distortion VCAs guarantee a evel of
performance that will satisfy the most demanding

recording or broadcast requirements.
THE INDEPENDENT EXPANDER /NOISE GATES
can be adjusted to tighten percussion cr turn off
background hum and noise, without effecting any
of the other dynamic control operation:.
A BUILT-IN 4TH ORDER CROSSOVER

transforms the DC 24 into a bi -amp crossover/
processor all -in -one. You can minimize feedback,
maximize speaker protection and save
considerably on equipment costs. Or use the DC
24 as a band -split mono controller to o3tain more
consistent broadcast or recording signal strength
with less "pumping" and "breathing."
Why put up with the expense and bulk of
handling 3 or 4 conventional units? Get greater
precision and more versatility with fewer side
effects, all packed into a single compact unit.
Experience a whole new dimension in cynamic
control from Rane.
,
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RANE)
Rane Corporation
10802 -47th Ave. W. Everett, WA 98204

(206)355 -6000
Circle (9) on Rapid Facts Card
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Suzanne Vega:
"Days of Open Hand"

FOCUS:
SUZANNE VEGA, ANTON SANKO
And GEOFF KEEHN
SUZANNE VEGA: PHILOSOPHY OF PRODUCTION

keep to a schedule, say 11 to 7, with one or two days off to keep
perspective (if possible; this doesn't always work out):'
2. "Know when to back off (i.e., after someone has obsessed over four chords
for ten hours):'
3. "Keep things going forward to keep performances as fresh as possible:'
4. "Keep things in time and in tune:'
5. "Keep an open mind. Allow yourself to be influenced by everything from
Velvet Underground to classical music to Brian Eno, not just mainstream pop.
Don't be afraid to blur the categories."
1.

"I like to

ANTON SANKO: PRODUCTION GOALS AND EFFECTS CHAIN

Label:

A&M

Produced by:

Anton Sanko and Suzanne

Vega

Engineered by:

Patrick McCarthy and

Geoff Keehn

Mixed by: Hugh Padgham
Recorded At: Skyline Studios, New

York;
RPM Studios; Suzanne's living room, New York,

with the Effanel Remote System
Mastered By: Bob Ludwig, Masterdisk, New
York

SPARS Code: ADD

Comments: With this album, Vegas
production finally catches up to the quality of her performance. The tones and recording are superb, and Padgham's mixes
stay true with transparency and pellucidity. The big radio sound of "Solitude Standing" came from compression that at times
seemed stifling and overbearing. "Days"
is more open and less processed-sounding.
Of special interest: Vegas vocals ride
on top of the mixes and sound silky without sounding compressed. The strength of
the total production is that it never loses
sight of the songs. It can be no accident
that the best-produced of her three albums
is the one in which she shares the production credit.

"On a conceptual level, we were trying to take what Suzanne was known for
and just be a little experimental. Instead of using a regular drum kit for a song,
we used a Dumbek [Arabic drum] and a Frame Drum, like on 'Room Off The
Street.'
"For 'Book of Dreams, the effects chain for mixing was: Send 1 was the 224X
for drums; LXP -1 on Send 2 for the vocals; Send 3 inactive; Send 4 was the EMT;
and the REV 7 on Bus 4. Bus 1 was the AMS RMX, which we used primarily on
the piano, Buses 2 and 3 were SPX- 90 /IIs.
"One thing we used on the vocals, particularly on 'Book of Dreams: was the
BBE Sonic Maximizer. So the signal chain was vocal off tape to the BBE, then to
a dbx 902 de- esser, back into the board, and then 'verbed with the LXP -1
through the sends."
GEOFF KEEHN: VOCALS AND GUITARS

"Everything we recorded went direct to tape from James Demeter mic pre's.
There's not a lot of compression on the vocal tracks -I generally don't like to go
to tape with a lot of compression. For EQ, I usually had either a Focusrite or a
Pultec on the vocal. I typically added a 12k shelf, and took away some of the
sibilances in the 3k -5k range and then a little bit of low -end roll-off. The vocals
for these
and the bulk of the record
we did on an old Neumann U -67 that
Gotham Audio had just finished cleaning and retubing. We also had an AKG C -41

-

-

for awhile.

"For the acoustic guitar, I used a Neumann KM -84 and U -67, and an AKG 414.
you listen to an acoustic guitar being played, and you feel around the tone
hole, you can feel how the sound diffracts out of the hole. The diffraction comes
out in a 'V'; if you strum the low E you can feel the sound pressure coming out
of the hole. I like to put the 84 just out of the diffraction range and as close to
the pick as possible, just beyond that low- frequency feeling you have coming out
of the hole. It's more or less parallel to the face of the guitar looking across the
strings, pointing up toward the top of the guitar.
"The 414 is up on the neck a bit where it meets the body, aiming toward the
tone hole. From there I play with their placement for phasing. The 67 is usually
back two or three feet picking up ambience, and I just dial in what's needed.
"For guitar EQ, I'd usually do a 500Hz -700Hz roll -off in the middle and add a
little high end. What I did on the bottom would depend on the guitar. I try to
put as much high end as can on tape as a rule, both because you can take it
away later easier than you can add it, and also as you pass the tape over the
heads over and over you're only going to increase your noise level :'
If
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ScreenSound. A fully integrated
audio for video editing suite
AUDIO STORE
The hard disk store of sound clips
gives title and duration, in addition
to powerful search and sort routines.

SCRUB EDITOR
Provides accurate edit marking and
scrub of audio waveform.
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OPTICAL LIBRARY
An off-line library of sound clips

and effects can be compiled on a
Write Once Read Many (WORM)

optical disc.

Post production facilities need to take
advantage of the efficiency offered by today's
technology. Speed and creative flexibility are
essential to commercial success. Digital sound
quality is no longer a luxury.
ScreenSound its a fully integrated audio for
video editing suite. It combines digital audio
storage and editing with machine control of
multiple VTRs, Laserdisc or film reproducers.
It also interfaces with Quantel's digital video
editor, Harry.
Simple to learn and fast to use, a cordless
pen, tablet and RGB monitor provide control of
all ScreenSound functions.
Multiple sound reels enable music,

dialogue and effects to be laid back to picture
and synchronised to the exact video frame.
Edit, review, time offset, track slipping,
cross fades and many other production
techniques are available at the touch of a pen.
Gain and stereo pan controls can be automated
to timecode.
AES /EBU interfacing keeps digital audio
transfers free of analogue distortions and losses,
preserving the highest audio integrity through
to the final format.
Above all, ScreenSound is a dedicated
system - purpose-built to bring the advantages
of hard disk sound manipulation to audio
post production.

MACHINE CONTROL
For control of multiple VTRs,
laserdisc or film reproducers.

SSL DIGITAL
Solid State Logic
London (071) 706 4948

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU (0865) 842300
Paris (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan (2) 612 17 20
New York (212) 315 1111
Toronto (416) 363 0101 Tokyo (03) 5474 1144
U.S. Toll Free Number 800 343 0101
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Los Angeles (213) 463 4444
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cult for facilities, recording artists, arrangers and composers in this industry to
obtain the necessary financing needed for
ment.
construction and equipment.
have escorted many bankers to large
and small audio facilities. For the most
part (but not always), they are not very impressed with the key personnel. Usually,
the pinstripe -suited bankers tell me, "We
will loan your company money on t:he
leases that you write with the studios because of your knowledge and track record in the industry. It is not necessary for
us to visit your clients:' What else is new?
To complicate matters in today's business
environment, it is much more difficult to
secure financing for equipment, construction and renovation of space. due to the
problems banks are having with their existing real estate loan portfolio. This will
continue for the next six to 12 months.
The problems are affecting banks' lending policies. The federal government is auditing banks nationwide and is making it
I

By Sandy Schneiderman

It's been 10 years since I last wrote about
leasing /financing. Unfortunately, not
much has changed.
The recording studio and audio postproduction business still is not a familiar
area with banks and leasing companies.
The situation continues to make it diffiSandy Schneiderman is president of Terminal Marketing,
New York.
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very difficult for them to extend credit.
Equipment leasing firms are also finding
it tougher to secure lines of credit from
banks, which in turn provide financing
and leasing to their customers.
My first and most important suggestion
is for a borrower to work with and establish a relationship with a leasing company that understands the audio /video /film
industry and has the financial strength to
approve loans on its own. If possible, try
to avoid leasing brokers that cannot approve loans in -house and must shop
around to various financial institutions
with each loan request. In tough times
such as these, when banks are restricted
to the loans they approve, dealing with
:easing companies that are known for
their expertise in a particular industry is
crucial.
Leasing companies will quickly approve
a request for a loan with an existing client who has a good loan repayment his tory. Again, develop a solid relationship

with a leasing company and stick with it
as your business grows. Sometimes, paying a marginally higher monthly lease
payment from a familiar company, which
can be more flexible with other terms of
the finance package, is beneficial in the
long run. Don't concentrate solely on the
lowest payment.
Leasing capital, of course, is not a new
financing technique. Upon delivery of the
equipment to the facility (the lessee), the
leasing company or bank (the lessor)
leases the equipment to the facility at an
aggregate rental sufficient to pay the principal and interest.
At the end of the lease, the lessee can
purchase the equipment for an agreed
upon price, and title to the equipment
passes to the facility. Under the lease arrangement, the facility not only avoids the
burden of financing the cost of the eqdpment out of currently available funds, but
also obtains the tax benefits of depreciation.

For example, take the case of a facility
that has on order a console that costs
$100,000. Upon the studio's acceptance of
the equipment, the leasing company pays
the manufacturer or distributor $1011,000.
The studio begins making monthly lease
payments. During the term of the lease
(which is usually five years), the studio is
responsible for insuring and maintaining
the equipment.
Banks are more credit-oriented and conservative than leasing companies, and
look mainly at the financial statements of
each borrower. Leasing companies make
their evaluation based upon credit, the collateral and experience of the key employees. They are more flexible than
banks. Banks and leasing company:; zompete with each ether on exzellen t credit
companies, but leasing co_nnpan.ES will
take on a margiral crecit company when
most banks will not.
An excellent credit company can be defined as a company tha has been in busi.

ness for at least five years; has a net aftertax profit of at least 7% of total revenues;
has a net worth of two times the amount
of the equipment to be financed; and net
after -tax profits, plus equipment depreciation for any given year, exceeds the
amount necessary to pay the current
year's (12 months) total notes and lease
payments. A marginal credit company
lacks one or more of the above mentioned
requirements.
Interest rates vary on each lease, depending upon the credit of the company.
Industry sources see interest rates stabilizing over the next six months, with a slight
downturn in 1991.

Part
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cf this column appeared in the July issue.

The Sc;iety of Professional Audio Ftacording Services is
the audio industry's best source of business information.
For infxmation on activities and membership, contact
SPARS at 4300 10th Ave. N., Lake worth, FL 33461; 407 641.66i8;fax 407- 642 -8263.

Maybe at one time itwas worth risking second -hand sound, iffy
reliability and outmoded thndogy to save money on a used 24-track.
Not any more.
At $13999,* the MSR-4 actually cats thousands less than most used
mxhines. And its cost-effective one inch format saves you even more.
But despite its ow prce, the M 24 has micro- electronically con tro led functions that recorders even a year or two od can't match.
And when it comes to lock-up speed, rio used
machine can compete.

t.-.... .,.
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Best of all, the MSR-24's incredib
sound will knock you out, thanks to =eLures
like our superior head design, gapless punch
infout and spot erase. And, of course you
also get Tascam's legendary reliability
See your Tasca-n deá er and try OA the
brEnd-new very affordable
MS R-24 And let Al keep
the hand -me -downs
*Manufacturer's suggested retail prce.

1989 TEAC America, Inc.,

77E Telecraph
Circle (10) on

Road, Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726 -0303.
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N;vott DoonA44%
The Audience Is
Listening
By Rick Schwartz

Or at least some theater owners must
think so, as indicated by the acronyms that
seem to dominate many theater marquees: 35mm, Dolby Stereo, 70mm, SixTrack, THX, IMAX, SR and now CDS.
Although not everyone may know exactly what these mean, they do know that
good sound can greatly enhance a feature
film. Some people are surprised to find
that THX is simply a theater installation
specification and not a mixing process or
sound treatment. Although I could easily
spend the entire column discussing motion picture sound formats, what does this
have to do with digital audio? Plenty,
thanks to Eastman Kodak and a company called Optical Radiation Corporation.
CDS, or Cinema Digital Sound, has the
potential to be the greatest film sound advancement since Dolby. However, I would
like to eliminate any further confusion by
stating that CDS is simply a digital mastering process. Currently, all major films are
still being made using conventional magnetic recording techniques.
In the case of "Dick Tracy:' the mix used
for the CDS release was the same one that
went onto the 6 -track magnetic "stripe."
However, with "Days of Thunder;' two additional days were spent sweetening the
original film mix.
CDS is recorded onto film using 16 -bit
linear digital audio at a 44.1kHz sampling
rate. To prevent the possibility of dropouts,
it uses a robust error correction process
similar to the one used on compact discs.
Aside from its extended frequency response and tremendous dynamic range,
another difference from a conventional
Dolby release is the fact that CDS has split
surrounds that are full-bandwidth, not
rolled off.
Mixers will be pleased to note that because of CDS's excellent channel separation, stereo tracks will no longer "collapse"
to the center channel or "bleed" out of the
surrounds as they sometimes do with a

Rick Schwartz is a sound designer /engineer and director
of post -production for Music Animals, Los Angeles.
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Dolby 4:2:4 matrix.
Currently, CDS is only available on
70mm theatrical releases. According to
Jeff Levison of Optical Radiation Corporation, a 35mm version of the same process will be available sometime next year.
"At that time, we will see 35mm with

better sonic performance than 70mm
mag;' he says.
To run CDS, all a 70mm theater needs
is a rack-mount CDP1000 sound decoder
and a CDS reader that sits on top of the
film projector. Of course, it helps to have
a great sound system.
CDS has a unique MIDI control channel
that can be used to open a theater curtain before a show, dim the house lights

-

and even control special effects automatically. In addition, by using a MIDI
mixer, a show could technically have more
than six channels of audio, with the use
of MIDI- controlled signal routing.

Although CDS creates a near-perfect
copy that almost never wears out, it is only
as good as the original film mix. Until we
see widespread use of digital "dubbers" or
digital multitrack recorders on the rerecording stage, the true potential of CDS
may not be realized.

AES /EBU digital I/O and allows Start and
Skip IDs to be transferred by including indexing information in the subcode data region, like the Sony units do.
FIBER FANTASIES?

From what I have been reading in ads
lately, it is evident that some people think
we should tear out all of our copper wire
and replace it with glass fiber. Why? They
say digital audio can't be sent long distances over wire without data errors and
suggest that if you don't use their system,
it could lead to a collapse of the stereo image and a general muddiness in mid and
high frequencies.
This simply is not true. The AES/EBU
recommended practice for serial transmission of linear digital audio (ANSI S4.401985) suggests that digital audio can be
sent over distances of up to 100 meters
(about 328 feet) using shielded twisted pair
cable. (Much longer distances can be
achieved using special wire and line
drivers.) The reason for this is because the
AES specifies a balanced signal that cancels induced noise, just like a conventional microphone does.
MA BELL LIKES METAL

DIGITAL RADIO?

First it was CDs. Now CDS. What's next?
Believe it or not, digital radio. Instead of
being transmitted over the air, digital radio signals are sent using regular cable television lines. The service is now being
offered in selected markets for a monthly
charge of $7 to $12. Installation is simple:
A subscriber just connects a wire from the
cable TV box in their home to a stereo receiver. The fact that the service plans to
be commercial-free should appeal to some
listeners.
PANASONIC PRO -DAT

The Panasonic SV-3500, considered by
many to be the machine of choice for
high-end studios, now has two third generation successors. The new machines,
shown for the first time at April NAB convention, were scheduled to ship on Aug.
1. The SV-3700 features a front -panel shuttle wheel and 1 -bit Delta -Sigma A/D converters on the analog input. The unit also
includes a much -asked-for infrared remote
control, faster tape winding (a 2 -hour tape
in 27 seconds) and push- button fade-in and
-out.
In addition to all of the above, the SV3900 contains a 9 -pin serial port to make
it compatible with editors and allow it to
control up to 32 machines. It also includes
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Recently, I went to a local AES meeting
about Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN). ISDN can transmit data at very
high bandwidths (up to 1.54Mbps) over
regular copper phone lines. The system is
already in use in Europe and Asia, and
many people believe it will someday
change the way we use our telephones
allowing simultaneous transmission of
voice and data. The phone company's decision to use copper clearly was an economic one, but the truth is that conventional wire can work well for digital applications.
Don't get me wrong; there are some
really good fiber optic systems out there.
In my opinion, where fiber really shines

-

is in multiplexing applications.
ENTER THE WOLF

Lone Wolf is one company that is doing some exciting things with fiber. It has
a system capable of 32,768 groups, each
supporting all 16 MIDI channels. A single
fiber-optic cable will someday carry MIDI,
SMPTE, computer data, digital audio and
more. I was pleased to find that Lone Wolf
now has a way to send MIDI from studio to- studio over the telephone using a modem and baud rate conversion. This could
open a whole new area of possibilities in
the future. Stay tuned.

Unleash Your Creative Power
With The A F V-500 AudioMixer.
The freedom to capitalize on talent is just one
When it comes to producing high quality audio
for video, the creativity of even the most talented reason why the AFV-500 has developed an almost
instantaneous worldwide followoperator or producer can be stunted
ing. Other important benefits
by traditional consoles.
include:
The AFV -500 audio mixer gives
you microprocessor control over
Highest quality stereo imaging.
audio for video production, with
Compatibility with all leading
unmatched speed and ease. It gives
editing and switching equipyou the same `key frame" control
ment.
parameters over audio mixing that
you have come to expect for video
Easy installation and operation
programming.
within the video environment.
Now you have the time to concenModular expandability.
trate on developing new creative
techniques, which can only add to
the excellence of your overall proINNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
duction.

F02.ß°

For complete information on the

remarkably affordable
AFV-500, please call the FOR.A
office nearest you.

FOR.A Corporation of America 320 Nevada Street Newton, MA 02160
Boston: (617)

244 -3223

Chicago (708) 964 -1616

Los Angeles: (714) 894 -331
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THE

REP

INTERVIEW:

Alan

PAQON6
By Richard Buskin

ve managed to amalgamate the
roles of production and engineering, and these days I don't think,
`Am I producing this or am I now
engineering it?' I look upon it all as one job. So,
obviously, if I were not producing, I'd be a bit
of a loud-mouthed engineer, and if I were not
engineering, I'd be treading on engineers' feet :'
Alan Parsons has never been reluctant to
speak his mind in the studio. As a result, he is
notorious as one of the first engineers during
the early '70s to have musical input on projects.
Only several years earlier, studio technicians
Richard Buskin is a London -based free -lance writer.
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The Award- winning engineer/producer /artist
talks about the Beatles, Pink Floyd
and Freudiana, his latest project.

were serious-minded men in starched
white coats. Recording was a technical job,
never intended for musicians and the like.
Parsons, on the other hand, cut his musical teeth on the piano, guitar and flute
as a child, and he had been earning his
keep as an artist right up to the point of
joining Abbey Road studios as a tape-opcum- tea-boy.
"I suppose I was one of the first not to
be afraid of opening my big mouth and
making a musical suggestion;' Parsons recalls. "For whatever reason, it
didn't seem to do me any harm. I
can't say that I was booked as an engineer in order to give people lots of
musical ideas, but I didn't ever feel
that it was necessary to hold back
what I thought :'
During a somewhat more innovative era, Parsons' own debut in the
studio was an auspicious one, operating as assistant engineer on The
Beatles' last two albums, Let It Be and
Abbey Road. This was to be the start
of a long and fruitful association with
Abbey Road and Paul McCartney,
whose Red Rose Speedway album
Parsons engineered.
Having enjoyed further success
with the likes of The Hollies (on such
singles as "He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother" and "The Air That I
Breathe"), Parsons then hit the jackpot in
1973 as the technical whiz behind Pink
Floyd's landmark Dark Side of The Moon
album. Full production assignments followed with numerous British chart-toppers
of the '70s, including Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel, Pilot, Colin Blunstone, John
Miles and Al Stewart, before Eric Woolfson
with whom he had worked on
several occasions at Abbey Road
steered him toward a career on both sides
of the board, as an artist and as a producer/engineer.
In 1976, with Woolfson making a large
contribution in terms of the songwriting,
the Alan Parsons Project was born with
the Tales of Mystery and Imagination album. Over the years, this has given rise
to a long series of award -winning successors: I Robot (1977), Pyramid (1978), Eve
(1979), The Turn of a Friendly Card (1980),
Eye in the Sky (1981), Ammonia Avenue
(1983), Vulture Culture (1984), Stereotomy
(1985) and Gaudi (1987).
With 10 Grammy Award nominations
under his belt, as well as a host of gold
and platinum records, Parsons is now turning his talents toward the theater. For the
past three years, he has been recording a
2 -album set eponymously titled Freudiana
based loosely on the work of Sigmund
Freud. The album features Marti Webb,
John Miles, Leo Sayer and Kiki Dee, in association with Brian Brolly (former Wings
manager and ex -chief executive of An-
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ENGINEERING FOR PINK FLOYD
"I was essentially a staff engineer on the
EMI payroll at Abbey Road, so it was large-

ly down to who was available for each of
the different recordings; a safe job with oc-

after that the phone really started to ring
not only for engineering jobs, but for
production as well. It was around then that
I sensed a hunger for production work. No
matter how much I contributed, to a large
extent the band still regarded me simply
as the guy who twiddled the knobs.
"I think the Alan Parsons Project later
came about out of my frustration at seeing how many copies Dark Side of the
Moon sold
and seeing what I got paid
for it! That was certainly Eric Woolfson's view of it. 'You're capable of doing your own Dark Side of the Moon.
Would you like to do it with me ?'
That's what our first effort, Tales of
Mystery and Imagination, was all
about. It was a crazy, ridiculous concept, really, for a producer to be making a record under his own name, and
it was amazingly forward- thinking for
the time on Eric's part. I would never
have done it without him; I'm sure I'd
still be making tape copies at Abbey

-

-

Road :'
THE CREATION OF FREUDIANA

"Ever since the start of this album,
we'd talked about the possibility of
playing live or bringing our music
somehow to live audiences. There
were all sorts of ideas floating around
whether it should be a concert
tour, whether it should be a permanent
pavilion -type show, or whether it should
be something for the musical theater. The
latter is what we've settled on.
"Brian Brolly has been responsible for
putting on a lot of the most successful
West End musicals, such as Jesus Christ
Superstar, Cats, Aspects of Love, and Phantom of the Opera. About 18 months ago,
he came and heard what we'd been doing with the record. 'This is great: he said.
'This is my next musical, but you've only
got half of the music done!' So we spent
another year recording and now have two
albums of music.
'As you would expect with us, the music is essentially rock -based. There are
people who say that Lloyd Webber's musicals are rock -based, but I feel otherwise.
I don't think there's really been a successful theatrical rock musical since Hair, and
that's what defined the boundaries for
me :'

-

I interacted a lot
with the band, and
I came up with
ideas such as the
clocks on Time.

-

-
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drew Lloyd Webber's Really Useful Group).
The work will open as a stage production
in Vienna this December, to be followed
shortly by premieres in London and New
York.

casional overtime. With Pink Floyd's Dark
Side of the Moon, I broke my back to make
sure that I managed to do every session
instead of being assigned something else,
having established a good relationship
with the band on their previous album. I'd
often be working until four or five in the
morning, and then be in again at 10 a.m.
to do something else. It was hard work,
but in the end I managed to do the whole
lot. It was the first time that I actually
managed to get my name as the only engineer on an album.
"I really got into that whole project.
Over the course of a year, it was very exciting. Apart from the straightforward engineering, I interacted a lot with the band,
and I also came up with a couple of ideas
for the record, such as the clocks on Time.
I'd been into this antique shop to record
the clocks, so I had the tape available. I
just asked the band if they would want to
use this for the song and they said OK.
"It was a good way to start. Obviously,
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THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT

"When we started out in the mid-'70s,
we had a fairly defined rhythm sound; basically, more acoustic guitar and keyboard
padding than most people had used up to
that time. Most of our tracks are quite
heavily dominated by acoustic strumming,
and lot of people don't do that ... I don't
know why. That's what gives us some of
our originality; nothing specific in the
sound but more in the playing.
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Not your average woofer and tweeter.
Loudspeakers are wholly manmade devices. In the evolutionary
calendar of man, the loudspeaker is
just milliseconds old. By sheer
ingenuity. man has refined a system
which is capable of mimicking
natural sounds.
The degree of realism, and
hence the quality of natural reproduction. can simply be defined as
characteristics added to the original
sound. The quantification of these
clues given to the human ear,
decipher whether the sound is real

or reproduced by a loudspeaker on
the end of an audio system.
The design and production of
high quality loudspeakers is
dependent on being able to

measure, assess and therefore, rank and quantify
these added characteristics. Having assessed the
characteristics, the next
and most important step
is to select materials and
techniques which will min imize or eliminate these
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added characteristics altogether.
Differential Material Technology- An essential in the realization of
Advanced Reference Monitoring.
For more information on
e
Differential Material Technology call or write:

TAMMY

Tannov / TGI North America Inc.
Bill Calma
300 Gage Ave.. Unit 1. Kitchener.
Ontario. Canada N2M 2C8
(519) 745 -1 158 Telex 069 -55328
Fax (5191 745-2364

c/o
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"In terms of the creative process on the
Parsons Project, it's really a case of Eric
coming up with a basic concept. He might
have an idea for a chorus line, and then,
as with a lot of bands in the studio, it tends
to come together as we go along. For
whatever reason, whether it's fashionable
or not, we've always chosen to deal with
concept albums. We get a lot of criticism
for that now, of course, because the '90s
is not perhaps the decade of the concept
album, per se. But we still feel reasona-

bly comfortable in that context. And Eric
needs that central theme to inspire him
to write songs for each album.
"With a collaboration, one always feels
that he is more involved that the other
party. I always feel that there is a certain
amount of me in everything that Eric has
written and that I have brought to plastic. After all, that's what the producer's job
is. On the Parsons Project, I really am a
little more that just a producer. That is why
in the past I've been credited with a share
in the writing.
"Generally, if the song is ready when
Eric comes in, it's done very quickly. With
a song like "Limelight" on the album before last, that was all there except for the
key line
I think it was initially called
"My Life"
and we recorded it very

quickly'

--

WORKING WITH THE
NEW TECHNOLOGY

"One present-day trend that annoys me
is the one whereby software -based prod-

ucts get into the shops long before they've
been properly developed. Everybody
knows the stories of sequencer crashes,
particularly Atari-based sequencer crashes. Things are getting better, thank goodness, but I've lost days of studio time as
a result of computer crashes. The Steinberg PRO 24 was particularly guilty of
that, but then they come up with something as magical as Cubase and all is forgiven! That's a great piece of software, and
I'm looking forward to discovering its various intricacies and making full use of it.
"Like anybody, I use samples, samplers
and drum machines occasionally for effect, but never as the main foundation.
think that's one of the reasons current
chart music is so sterile; it's totally based
on machines, and the live musician just
doesn't get a look in. It's OK to use machines as an improving medium rather
than a performing medium, and they are
also good as a compositional device.
"Everybody works better in collaboration with someone else. I'm almost incapable of working on my own, and, in a way,
sticking one man with a machine is like
having a sort of 'dumb collaborator; if you
like. If a man is not available, why not take
a machine? That is what's happening with
a lot of writers at the moment; they are
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collaborating with their machinery and
coming up with goods that they may not
have come up with had the machines not
been there. The important point is that
machines should not dominate the final
performance.
"You can now instantly produce sounds
that would have taken a couple of weeks
to attain a few years back, and that does
tend to frustrate the engineer in me. It
used to be a part of the job; fighting to get
these great sounds, instead of just pushing a button. Although I think it has
benefited the overall sound quality of the
music, I don't think it has improved the
quality of material. You can't really say
that because you have a Korg M1 or a
Roland D50 on something, that makes it
a better song. The focal point of any record is the quality of the songwriting.
"There again, if someone had created
the Ml 20 years earlier, and had it sitting
in a cupboard and suddenly produced it
at the time that Sgt. Pepper's was being
recorded, it would have caused an absolute sensation. Everybody would have
been saying, 'What's that noise? What's
that sound ? "'

day, so how can you knock that kind of

INNOVATIVE BEATLES AND
ANTIQUATED EQUIPMENT

movement at EMI that everything should
be listened to off tape, which meant that
you needed a sync output on the machine
as well as a re -play output. That led to
more problems. Sometimes, you would
have to wait 10 minutes after recording
something to get everything coming up so
that you could play it back.
"But there again, there is a benefit to
having to fight with the technology. It inspires you. You think, 'I've worked really
hard to make this happen. Now let's make
it worthwhile creatively: I'm one of those
people who takes what is at my disposal
and tries to make the best use of it. I never
used to question what equipment was contained in the studio ... within reason, of
course:'

"My experience with Abbey Road influenced me greatly. It's hard to be associated with the greatest rock 'n' roll band
of all time without there being some kind
of influence. Then there were also the
likes of George Martin, Glyn Johns and
Phil Spector, of course. I got to see more
of Phil Spector later on, when I was working with George Harrison on the All
Things Must Pass album ... an interesting
guy, Phil! The thing that sticks in my mind
most about him is his favorite expressions:
'More tape echo: That's all he ever said.
'More tape echo:
"When I first got the call to tape -op on
a Beatles session, I walked in and there
I was, in the same room with all of them.
It was quite a shock to the system! When
it came to the rooftop session [the band's
last -ever public performance, at the end
of the Let It Be film -Ed], I was up there
with them to move mics around and plug
things up. I was communicating with Glyn
Johns, who was downstairs, and largely
there to make sure that the film crew
didn't get in the way of the sound crew
and vice versa. That was one of the most
exciting days of my life. If you look hard,
you can see me there in my orange shirt
and tiny, thin, black tie ... that was the
fashion
extremely trendy!
"Half of the strength in The Beatles' music was the experimentation. Had they not
spent days and nights literally getting just
the vocal sound, then maybe it would have
turned out completely different. Then
again, they recorded the first album in a

-
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output without the technology?
"Something that has changed enormously over the years is the reliability of
the equipment. In those days, you never
got through three hours without something packing up; power packs went
down, there were always problems with
the early condenser mics, and mic amps
in the desk would literally be pulled out,
kicked and put back in.
"When I joined the studio, the console
they were using was the old 4- channel
valve EMI REDD. Being the tape -op, I
spent most of my time in a little room in
front of the [Studio 2] control room, behind the speakers. Therefore, I never actually engineered on those early desks. So
the first one that I did twiddle the knobs
on was the 8-track TG series, which was
the first transistorized mixer. The Beatles
were pretty much the first to use that desk.
It hadn't arrived yet at the White Album
stage, although they recorded some of that
on an 8-track machine using the 4-track
desk, and that was complete chaos!
"It was essentially only an 8-input desk,
so the inputs were gone just from the machine. At the time, there was a very strong

ON THE ROLES OF ENGINEERS

"These days, the roles of the studio engineer and the performing musician are
really becoming quite similar. They're expected to have each other's skills, and
there are not many musicians around now
who don't know every last detail about recording technique. Everybody knows
what controls there are on a desk, and
everybody knows what digital processors
do, because they've probably got the same
gear in their bedroom at home anyway.
'As a result, because everybody has access to the technology, it's hard to surprise
the listener. The job in that respect has become more difficult; it's hard to be original these days:'
Photo by Barry Marsden.

Both methods record incredible stereo.
Crown's SASS -P makes it fast and easy.
Crown's new Stereo Ambient Sampling System' (SASS) and the
DAT recorder combine to create a
new generation of stereo recording.
Unlike traditional recording methods, this powerful new combination
is easy to use, more dependable and
less expensive. The result is a system
that records natural, beautifully imaged stereo just as your ears would
hear it.
Crown's SASS -P* eliminates traditional stereo recording compromises in sound quality, ease -of-use,
and cost. No longer do you have to
settle for weak low -end or off-axis
coloration common to Midside, XY
and near-coincident pair mics.
Assembly and positioning time is
also reduced significantly compared
with conventional stereo micing
techniques.
*Also available as SASS -B for use with B &K 4003/4006
microphones (not supplied).

Lightweight and easy to set up, the
SASS/DAT combination is a high quality portable recording system that
goes everywhere.
The SASS-P features swi:chable
battery or phantom power and
Crown's finest studio -grade PZM®
capsules. You'll enjoy fall ambience
without coloration, excellent sum to
mono, and extraordinary broad frequency response. With SASS's superb
imaging capabilities, every sound is
audibly reproduced in its precise position, resulting in a stereo experience of
uncanny realism.
Readily adaptable to all common
stands, the SASS includes a carrying
case and accessories.
No matter what your stereo recording requirements -from sampling to
electronic news gathering to remote
recording of live events you'll fmd
the SASS -P the clear choice.

-

See your Crown representative
for more information or call toll free: l-800 -535 -6289.

rSASS Sample CD!
Now you can hear for yourse_f
just how great SASS sounds.
This CD includes a wide selection
of live and studio music, stereo
sound effects and samples,

including A -B comparisons with
some of the best stereo mics available. The SASS CD is free, but we
must charge $4.95 for shipping and
handling charges. Send check or money
order to: Crown SASS CD, P O. Box 1000, Elkhart,
IN 46515 -1000. Please allow 3 -4 weeks for delivery.
Name
Title
Company
Street
City

State

L

crown

Crown International, Inc. P.O. Box 1000
Elkhart, Indiana 46515-1000 219/294-8000

a
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ZIP

Phone

1990 Crown International
SASS and Stereo Ambient System are trademarks and
PZM a registered trademark of Crown International.
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Think you have a problem with formats?
Consider the film world's magical back room,
which allows incompatible audio to coexist.

W
By Vince Casper

you just toured a film post production studio. Quick, what
was the most impressive thing
you saw? Without a doubt, it
would be the dubbing stage, with its big
3 -man console and rows of flat -bed dub bers in its machine room. But for maximum activity, the transfer room is where

mloct

IF
ROOM

the action is.
Virtually all sound recorded on audio tape, analog or digital, is eventually transferred to magnetic film for editing. The
transfer room operator is the first person
at the facility to witness the quality of the
incoming sound elements. Whether it's
field production recordings, music from
other studios, Foley or ADR tracks, this
person becomes intimately associated
with these tracks.
The operator's primary responsibility is
to provide accurate reproduction of the
source material. There is usually no corrective processing or finessing at this
point. That's left up to the mixers on the
stage. It is truly a case of what goes in
must come out.
Let's try to put the work load of a transfer room in perspective. Several years ago,
while working in a busy multiroom music studio, a client used more than 50 reels
of 2 -inch tape on one album project. You
know the story: dual 24- tracks, and nobody could make a decision when to stop
tracking.
Vince Casper is a systems engineer at the Saul Zaentz Film
Center in Berkeley, CA.
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Although this may seem to be an insane
amount of tape stock for less than 60
minutes of finished product, it's peanuts
compared to the same length feature film.
We're talking about tens of thousands of
feet of stock. How about one reel in a
movie (a feature movie is broken down
into 10 to 12 reels) with 64 separate effect
tracks plus dialogue pre -mixes and music
pre -mixes. All of this sound passes through
the transfer department at some time. The
source material that the mix team receives
on its console faders will have been transferred and edited, often involving
hundreds of reels or elements. These are
then combined into a mono or stereo master mix.
In the music recording industry, you
might complain about the non-standard issues of Pin 2 hot, Pin 3 hot, 32 -track vs.
48- track, ProDigi vs. DASH. These are
small potatoes compared to what a transfer room operator sees on any given day.
You want formats? We got formats!
Table 1 lists the hardware that is used
to generate the many types of transfers on
any given production. By the way, could
you transfer those before lunch? We need
to cut those into the new picture change
and have them on the dubbing stage at
2 o'clock. Thank you.
IT'S ONLY

A COPY

should be understood that the goal of
the transfer is to faithfully mirror the original source. The goal of the editor is to successfully cut and splice the transfers into
a cohesive whole. Following this, the mixer attempts to make all of the elements
sound uniform within a scene and from
scene to scene and reel to reel. This is not
an easy task.
Take this real-life scenario: two different
takes, from two different days, of the same
scene. The director wants some words
It

Duplicate
celebrate entering the sixth year of supplying the world's most cost - effective audio ph le quality duplicating system, we'll help you duplicate our success by offering you
everything you need to duplicate, imprint and package your own audiophile quality
cassettes.
To

limited time, we'll offer you this complete package of quality KABA equipment,
inc tiding a 10 slave 4 -track real time and 2 >. duplication system consisting of The master contrDi deck, 5 dual transport slave decks, a pad printer, ultraviolet platemaker,
plates, in i, cassette fixture, bar sealer, heat gun and a 2000' roll of shrink film, all at a
price tha: can't be duplicated. Now one person can duplicate, imprint, assemble and
shrink wrap over 300 tapes a day. quickly and economically...for an amortized cost of
equipment and maintenance of as low as
3.1 cen-s* each.
For a

KABA
Model M P

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

er

SAVE

1

$2,300

Call today for details, and start
duplicating success in your
business 1- 800 -231 -TAPE
From California & abroad
(415)- 883 -5041

Complete KABA cassette duplicating,
imprinting and packaging system

9,995
offer expires Aug. 31, 1990

KABA

KABA

'(Based on i 0.000 hours operation
fa 2X with factory maintenance
package every 2500 hours.f

Research & Development
24 Commercial Blvd., Novato, CA 94949 (415) 883 -5041
FAX (415) 883 -KABA

1- 800 -231 -TAPE
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from each take cut together to make a
combined whole. Think of the two paths
the sound has traveled at the location and
from the actor's mouth, the mic placement
and the quality of the field recorders. This
occurs before it is even transferred and
edited as a uniform line of dialogue.
Think of how many things could be
different from each take. If the event
demanded that the two takes be done at
different sites and with different equip-

ment, you can see the complex path the
sound bite travels. This requires you to
have as accurate a transfer as possible to
complement the original and to give the
director what he wants to hear.
A little pre -production planning goes a
long way toward making a better soundtrack. The point to remember is that good
moviemakers pay a lot of attention to details. Each transfer is scrutinized for maximum accuracy.

TRANSFER ROOM FORMAT LIST

Open Reel

Format

Speed

Sync

Mono
Mono
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo

7.5/15ips
7.5/15ips
7.5/15ips
7/5/15ips
7.5/15ips
15/30ips
7.5/15ips
15ips

Wild
Pilot
Wild
Pilot
SMPTE
Wild
SMPTE
SMPTE
SMPTE
SMPTE
SMPTE
SMPTE
SMPTE

Stereo
4 -track
8 -track
8 -track
16-track
16-track
16-track

15 /30ips

15ips
15ips
15 /30ips
15/30ips

24 -track

Comments

-----

50/60Hz
FM

Center -trk TC Y2"
1/2"
1 &2 program 4 TC
Small format 1/2"
Regular format 1"
Small format V2"
Small format 1"
Regular format 2"
Regular format 2"

Cassette
Format

Speed

Sync

Compact Cass.

/78ips
HelScn
HelScn
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

Wild
Video
SMPTE
Video
SMPTE/Vid
SMPTE/Vid
SMPTE/Vid
SMPTE /Vid
SMPTE/Vid
SMPTE/Vid
SMPTENid
SMPTENid

R-DAT
R -DAT

Sony F1
Sony 1630
VHS
VHS
VHS
Beta
Beta
U -matic
U -matic

1

Comments

-------

Speed- accurate
What standard?

Not HiFi
HiFi
S-VHS /HiFi

- --

Super
On audio trk
Address trk

Sprocket
Format

Speed

16mm 7.2ips
25mm strip
18ips
35mm 3trk
35mm 4trk
35mm 6trk
Optical

Sprocket
Sprocket
18ips
18ips
18ips
18ips

Sync

Comments

Sprocket
Sprocket
Sprocket
Sprocket

-- -------

----Other

Format

Speed

Sync

CDs

---

Internal
Internal

LPs

Comments

-- ---

Table 1. Transfer room format list. Not included are equalization standards (CCIR, NAB, AES,
Nagra Master, or none, in some cases). Multiply all the reel formats by the EQ standards to get
even more variations. And don't forget Dolby A/B/C/SR and dbx.
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Photo by Wayne Rodgers.

Transfer room supervisor Jeff Whittle works the
mag machines at the Saul Zaentz Film Center's
transfer room.

So far, all I've talked about is single-track
(stripe) transfers. Multitrack formats are often used differently than a music studio
would. For Foley transfers, the 24 -track
tape is divided into three sets of six tracks.
Each set is made into a 6-track sprocketed mag element. This format matches the
dubber playback head, commonly referred to as "6-track full- coat:'
It's not uncommon to "pre -mix" multi-

ple 6 -track dubbers down to 6 -track and
"re-hang" it when doing final mixes. The
other types of interesting multitrack transfers are called Combines, Regroups, Collapses and Safeties. These require the utmost attention from the transfer operator
because they are usually done with Master units.
Take a look at the small format media
in Table 1. They are the cost -effective
media in quite a few studio situations.
The output of many personal or project
sound design suites (such as electronic /sampling /digital /disk rooms) are on
these formats. This accounts for a tremendous increase in the amount of transfers
and elements hung while doing effects
pre -mixing sessions.
TONES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

Often, the transfer department must
service many film productions at once. As
a movie nears the final mix days, the intensity of the editors' wanting last- minute
copies increases at a stressful rate. Projects

THE
IS O

=

5201bs.= 235 kg
Introducing the
new KP -600 Series flyable
speaker system from
KLIPSCH °. No longer does
breathtaking sound
translate to backbreaking
weight.
A full -range, fully featured, three- cabinet
stack that's ready to fly
weighs less than 520 lbs.
To really lighten your load,
you can move the system one cabinet at a time. Or
you can use the rigid assembly hardware, put the
whole stack on its wheel tray, and still move it without
much of a strain.
The secret is in the cabinet construction. A
super -light composite material molded around a rigid
aluminum skeleton. The result is a stronger, lighter,
cabinet that remains free of unwanted resonances.
The fact that the KP -600 Series is lightweight is
just one of many things that makes this system a
heavyweight contender.
Consider its maximum continuous output of
more than 131 dB. Consider its frequency response of
43 Hz - 17 kHz ± 3 dB. Consider its modular design
that lets you easily rotate or interchange the horns for
the best polar coverage. Consider all the infinite
design details that help you hook it up and hoist it up,
quickly and easily. Consider the simple fact that it
sounds great, too.
For some informative literature about the new
KLIPSCH KP -600 drop us a line at the address below.
Or if you don't have time to "weight," give us a call.

klipsci
IN SOUN

P.O. BOX 688

HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
FAX 501 -777 -6753
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OUR
MACINTOSH AND IBM
SOFTWARE
MAKES POST PRODUCTION
AN EASY PRODUCTION.

Database application program to search
and locate Production Music and Sound Effects.

Organizes CDs, Tapes & DATs etc.
Searches by Word, Category, Synonym, Style,
Catalog number or Description.
Cross Referencing easily identifies the library

source, CD #, length of time and Track/Index #.

M&E ORGANIZER
Controls the playback of Sony CDK 006 Auto
Disc Loaders and others.

Creates an automatic transfer to Hard Disk
Recorders such as the AMS Audiofile.
Muni M &E networks between all rooms.

Spotting & ADR (Auto Dialogue Replacement)
software.
Reads time code from video and transfers
automatically to the IN and OUT columns.

it

Sorts by character. loop#, channel # and
timecode numbers.
Direct Cut and Paste of effects descriptions from
the M &E Library program.

Conversion to FeeUFrame.
Generates spotting or ADR printouts.

Software program to create and print film style
cue sheets for sound effects and dialogue editing.
Reads VITC /LTC timecode.

Accommodates 24 tracks of information.
Screen layout is patterned after ordinary cue
sheet paper.
Import of EDLs from AMS Audiofile.
Real time playback where the screen follows

timecode.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARIES
We have the most comprehensive list of sound

effect libraries on CD for sale.

In

stock.

NEW ADDRESS
GEFEN SYSTEMS
6261 VARIEL AVENUE #C

WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367
818-884-6294

800 -565 -6900

FAX: 818-884-3108

GEFEN SYSTEMS

happen to
have an extra Sony 1630 /BVU combo
each. Oh, how about those guys doing that with SMPTE cue list?
Don't get me wrong. I like digital. The
16mm documentary? You get the idea
alignment process of digital audio tape is
lots of varied copies, everyone perfect.
wonderful. There is none. (I'm not forgetTo make all of this happen, the transfer
ting about maintenance.) But how about
room supervisor needs help. Pink-noise
topics like sampling frequency, preloops and pink -noise ' /a- octave analyzers
emphasis, word clocks, SCSI, RS -422,
are used to align mag sprocket recorders for
AES /EBU, MADI, and peak levels vs. VU
bias and EQ. Level is set with 1kHz tone.
Operators must be able to convert the mag levels? By the way, what D/A converters
do you use?
recorders from 16mm to 35mm, from stripe
Concerning DATs, questions remain con(1- track) to 3 -, 4- and 6-track full -coat and do
cerning sub -code and index information.
an accurate job of it. The maintenance
department strives to keep all of the ma- We use Panasonic SV 3500s in our facilichines in top performance, and the trans- ty. Many of our clients use the Sony portables. The indexing information is not the
fer operators cut fresh loops of SU pink and
same. The data may be in the same place
1KHz tone often during the week.
There is more to account for than the on the tape, but our studio model DATs
sprocket mag recorders. For example, won't interpret it. Consequently, either our
what about the alignment done from the transfer person is put into a jam or the climiles of tape that have arrived from the ent pays for someone to re -code the index
outside world? That's another can of or apply added search time and cost.
The goal of a transfer department is
worms.
At the post house, several months into repeatability of consistent quality transthe movie project, someone is finally ask- fers. To have less than full cooperation
ing questions about cutting together differ- from field recordist and source studios is
ent format-derived takes. Hopefully, the unacceptable and not professional. We
have no problem rejecting mag stock if it
field recordist is a specification junkie and
has top-conditioned recording gear and does not carry a stable 10kHz tone. So
why do we have to accept product from
consistent techniques.
outside sources of which we have to guess
It also is imperative to provide accurate
recording logs and to make sure that each the alignment?
Movies and music are a form of commuis slated, preferably with low- frequency
tone for easy locating at cue speed. Iden- nication. How about some communication
tifiable tones for the line -up of reproduce between the people making the movie? In
amplifiers are always a welcome sight, too, all fairness, many sound recordists do an
as would be high frequencies for azimuth excellent job. For instance, the last Ernest
picture ( "Ernest Goes to Jail ") that we posttweaking.
ed came supplied with an excellent set of
If you were to work your way backward
from the transfer room to the location of instructions on how to handle the field dithe film shoot, you would realize that alogue tapes.
If at all possible, a business card or adthere is little control over what format or
alignment and slating protocols are used. dress /phone number should accompany
For example, you're on location in east- any sound logs or track and tone informaern Europe and use EBU/SMPTE or 50Hz tion. The name and phone number of the
pilot, even though the post house is in the chief engineer would also be helpful. If
United States and the playback will never there is a person in the chain who is a prosee a European tape deck. As profession- duction or post -production sound supervisor, this individual should attempt to
als, we should not have to guess as to what
control the path of the sound elements
EQ standard or level reference should be
and find out what post house will be used,
set.
and the name of the contact person. These
two should then talk about the project.
YOU CAN HELP
If this is not possible, the post sound suAs in the recording world, the film dubbing world is in its infancy in using digi- per should at least attempt to request formats and standards (from the field) that
tal systems. Complete digital machine
rooms are not yet a reality. To quote Roger are consistent with the transfer room hardLagadec in his March 1990 guest editori- ware. Post supervisors should attempt to
influence the production people for the
al ( "Digital Audio: A Status Report "), "Film
soundtracks are mostly analog because benefit of the project and for his or her
analog technology serves it more elegant- reputation.
Finally, and a cry often heard in the stuly than today's digital equipment can :'
dio business, manufacturers should atIn the transfer room, we regularly encounter difficult digital situations. How tempt standardization among themselves
about searching for a 30-second cue to as soon as possible, especially with the
transfer that is in the middle of a DAT cas- emerging digital technology. This will allow the end users to do a better job.
sette? Do you know how many short cues
in the beginning phases can demand 40 to
60 reels
/4 -inch dialogue transferred, two

of

-
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fit on a 2 -hour DAT? Do you

mixer

(milesdr) noun. An electronic device used
to mix music. Must be clean transparent
and punchy :See Alesis 1622 Mixer.
Better yet, listen to it.
>
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Better yet, own it. That's what every
major music magazine is saying about the
Alesis 1622 Mixer, because its radical new
design redefines the concept of a protest
sional mixer. Reason enough to make it the
center of your studio.
Need more reasons? How about 16 channels with
100mm faders for precise control over all inputs. And 6
independent auxiliary sends on every channel so you
can drive all the stereo effects you'll ever need to create
masterful mixes.
The 1622's ingenious design uses surface mount
technology on a scale that nobody ever thought
possible. It's the key to the 1622's incredible value.
ttletkniawn

We call it the Monolithic Integrated SurfaceTM Our
competition calls it terrifying, because it shatters the
price barrier for a pro mixer.
Your mixer is the single most important piece of
gear in your studio. It defines the sound of your music.
It must be flexible, reliable, and above all, it should
have impeccable audio credentials *. That's why the
1622 is your first choice for a mixer. It might be the
only choice. Listening to it will convince you.
Visit your Alesis dealer today and hear the 1622.

Better yet, buy it.
Call 1- 800- 5- ALESIS 9 AM to 5PM Monday- Friday, and we'll

send you

a brochure on why Monolithic Surface Technology is
important to your music.

"Total Harmonic Distortion

Circle (18) on Rapid Facts Card
LOS ANGELES: Alesis Corporation, 3630 Holdrege Avenue, Los Angeles, Ca 90016

.

Noise.- too low to measure." Keyboard Magazine July 1990.

ALFsIS
STUDIO ELECTRONICS

LONDON: 17 Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 IND.
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During the late 1970s, there was a shift from
15ips to 30ips multitrack within segments
of the music recording industry. One legacy of this era is a mythology that still sur-

By Nancy M. Byers

rounds the differences between these recording
speeds. It is the purpose of this article to quantify the real differences between 15ips and 30ips,
and then to show how a well- designed, properly
engineered noise reduction system can dramatically improve both.
In the early 1960s, most professional recording
was 15ips 2- track, with 4 -track used occasionally. That 24 or more tracks would someday be
widely used was barely imaginable. Even with
wider tape stock, multitrack recording required
such narrow track widths that the resulting tape
noise was unacceptable by most professional
standards.
In 1966, Dolby Laboratories introduced its first
professional noise reduction system, Dolby A-type.
It provided a minimum of 10dB of noise reduction (rising to 15dB at higher frequencies) with-

15ips vs. 30ips:
FACT vs. FICTION

Several factors should be
taken into account before
deciding on a tape
recording speed; faster
is not equivocally better.

out the audible side effects associated with previous NR systems. This improvement was soon
recognized not only for what it did for the formats then in use, but also for what it could do
for multitrack.
Pop musicians and producers, in particular, were
eager for the greater creativity gained by adding
more tracks, and recorder manufacturers responded, first with 8- track, then 16 -track machines. The
need for noise reduction with these formats was
soon recognized. By the early 1970s, 16 -track at
15ips with Dolby A -type became the norm in
many leading studios for high -quality multitrack
recording.
As the 1970s progressed, a trend developed
away from this norm toward the use of 30ips without noise reduction. For one thing, new high output tapes were introduced, and their ability to
accept modest increases in record levels was widely promoted by their manufacturers. Conceivably,
some studios were attracted to higher stock usage as an additional source of revenue from their
clients.
Nancy M. Byers is studio applications manager for Dolby
Laboratories, San Francisco.
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Because compromise
is out of the question
Whoever said, "compromise is

the oil that lubricates the

business process" apparently wasn't
in the studio business. To the contrary, in this unique world where art
and business meet, and clients
expect the best, compromise may be
the fastest way not to stay in business.
That's why Otari tape recorders
come with something behind the

meters.

capstan motor that is designed to be
speed -stewed, plus external control
connectors for easy interface to any
SMPTE /EBU time -code based
synchronizer, editor or machine
controller.
For whatever you do in audio,
both machines share constant tension transport technology for high
performance, yet gentle tape handling. You'll also get digitally timed,
gapless, seamless, punch -in, punch out. On the "80," an autolocator with
search zero and three cue memories
comes built -in. And if you're a purist
looking for the highest quality sound

Otari isn't in the toy business. The MX-80 and
MTR-9() sport 2" thick cast alloy deck plates,
heavy duty swing arms, and motor shafts
designed to handle the exceptional acceleration
characteristics of these machines.

Our MX-80 and MTR-90 multi tracks are used all over the world to
produce hit CDs and major motion
picture sound tracks, and for good
reasons.
For example, if you're involved
in audio post, you'll appreciate a

Otari's proprietary integrated circuitry provides
superior reliability and reduces service time.

possible, you'll appreciate the trans formerless balanced inputs and
outputs.

www.americanradiohistory.com

AILVI

The MX-80 and MTR -90

were designed from the
beginning to lock to

external controllers, and
thereforeprovide exceptional performance under
these conditions. Pictured

n

o

is the MTR-90's advanced
FG101 chase synchronizer.

And to keep everything where it belongs as
you move from one studio to another,
something else you have to look beneath the surface to see
2" thick,
cast alloy deck plate.
It's not that we don't have our
imitators. We do. But to coin an old
phrase, beauty is more than skin
deep. And someday when you're
under pressure to get that track out,
and you lock a "90" to your video
machine and things happen exactly
the way they should... Or some
early morning after the talent has
gone, you sit back and listen to what
you've put together, you'll be glad
you decided that "compromise is out
of the question."
Call Otari. (415) 341 -5900.
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Figure

1.

dures, and because some studios
neglected to put alignment and calibration
tones on tapes for interchange with other facilities.
As a result of these influences and the
introduction of digital recording, the ac-

Tape
Speed (ips)

30

R

E

P

10k

20k

Tape
Constant (ps)

3180 + 50
1

7.5

tuai performance differences between
15ips and 30ips became clouded, remaining so today.
EQUALIZATION

The output of a tape machine's playback
head is not flat; it has an inherent 6dB/octave rising characteristic. In theory, therefore, playback equalization with a reciprocal 6dB /octave downward slope must be
used to flatten response, as shown in Figure 1.
However, in practice, actual playback response deviates from the theoretical because of interactions between playback
heads and magnetic tape coatings. Therefore, neither 15ips nor 30ips uses "pure"
6dB/octave playback equalization. As
summarized in Table 1, each speed uses
its own reproducing characteristic, which
modifies the theoretical 6dB /octave slope.
In the United States, the National Associ-

Transition Frequencies
f
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tiónnil

ird

Hz

f, Hz

7,0

3200

NAB, IEC 2

O

9100

AES, IEC 2

Table 1. U.S standard reproducing characteristics.

40

5k

in Hz

Basic 6dB/octane reproduce amplifier response.

In addition, studios began to find it increasingly more difficult to charge clients
for the use of Dolby A-type as it became
more widely available. This affected
smaller studios in particular. Thanks to the
introduction of a new generation of lowercost multitrack recorders, these smaller
studios could now just afford to get into
the multitrack business.
Many of these studios, and even some
of the larger ones, promoted the use of
30ips combined with the new tapes to
forestall investing in noise reduction equipment. The promotion of unassisted 30ips
was further encouraged by some skepticism of Dolby A-type, which remained because of misunderstood calibration proce-

15

2k

1k

500

MIDI Spoken Here

Fostex offers you by far the most
sophisticated MIDI control in all
of the most popular recording formats.

Choose either 16 - or 8 - track
open reel or 4 - track cassette and
Fostex lets you use MIDI commands to control the recorder via
the MTC -1.
It simply plugs into the R8 or 280
and provides a bridge between

If you own an Atari.... or MacintoshTM computer, you'll make the
most of MIDI control with Midi RemoteTM -a Fostex Desk Accessory. In addition to standard tape
transport and monitoring control,
the software will let you select
tracks, locate and loop among ten
cue points, automatically punch -in/
out, set zone limits, display MIDI
time code and generate SMPTE
code (all 4 formats).

SMPTE time code and MIDI time
code. For the G -16, the MTC -1 is
on the optional Model 8330 plug in synchronizer card.
Dip switches allow you to set a
MIDI System Exclusive address
(0-16), an address -free mode and
MIDI note information.
Thus truly sophisticated MIDI
control* with full system integration is now possible.

The Macintosh software works
with Performer and Master Tracks
Pro. The Atari software works
with Master Tracks Pro and Dr.
T's KCS.

Steinberg's Cuebase sequencer has
a device driver for the MTC-1 and
8330 built -in, so you don't need
MidiRemote software with it.
As with all computer interfacing
certain restrictions apply. So
check the details at your local
Fostex Dealer or call Fostex.
No other tape recorder company
offers a better combination of
hardware and software.

*

The 280/MTC -1 interface does not offer

all of the functions available with the open

reel interface. Atari and Macintosh are
registered trademarks.
© 1990 Fostex Corporation of America

FOSIP.X
15431 Blackburn Avenue
Norwalk, CA 90650

(213) 921 -1112.
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Figure 2a. NAB

15ips reproducing characteristic.

ation of Broadcasters (NAB) reproducing
characteristic is used at 15ips, with 3180s
and 50s time constants as shown in Figure 2a. (In Europe, IEC 1 equalization is
commonly used at 15ips, which uses a single 35s time constant with no effect at low
frequencies.)
In the United States and Europe, the Audio Engineering Society (AES) Recommended Practice characteristic is used at
30ips, with a single 17.5s time constant,
as shown in Figure 3a. The transition
points at which the reproducing characteristics depart by 3dB from the basic
6dB /octave slope are 50Hz and 3.2kHz for
NAB 15ips equalization, and 9.1kHz for
AES 30ips equalization. The amplifier
playback characteristics also shown in
Figures 2b and 3b illustrate the net effects
of combining the reproducing characteristics with the basic 6dB /octave playback
slope.
It is not always understood that most
differences in performance between 15ips
and 30ips are the result of changing the
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20k

reproducing characteristic, not changing
the recording speed. As a result, "more"
is not automatically "better." For example,
the NAB 3180s reproducing characteristic
accounts for slightly lower noise at frequencies below 200Hz at 15ips than at
30ips. However, that same reproducing
characteristic also results in lower
headroom at low frequencies than at
30ips. Neither difference is attributable to
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CUTTING

AES 30ips playback amplifier response.

EDGE
the change in speed per se.
In fact, just about the only practical performance difference that can be attributed directly to the change in speed itself
is the effect of low -frequency irregularities
called headbumps. These aberrations occur at any recording speed when
wavelengths are equal to or longer than
the width of the playback head. However, the faster the recording speed, the
higher in frequency they occur, and the
more pronounced their effect. Thus, at
30ips low- frequency response is both more
uneven and less extended than at 15ips.
NOISE

Accurate noise measurements are difficult and time -consuming if they are to be
truly useful performance indicators. Proper grounding techniques are necessary to
minimize hum, and some circumstances
require special attention to factors that
might be overlooked. (When measuring
noise with Dolby SR, for example, out -ofband noise must be prevented from overloading the input stages of the measuring
equipment.)
Also, the sensitivity of the human ear,
which varies with frequency, must be taken into account. Dolby Laboratories uses
CCIR /ARM weighting, which was developed as a particularly practical and revealing method of measuring, specifying
and comparing noise levels. [1]

All measurements for this article, including noise measurements, were made on
a 1/4 -inch, 2 -track machine with a track
width of 0.075 inches (1.91 mm), using
Agfa 468 tape and a reference flux level
of 250nWb/m. CCIR /ARM -weighted noise
was found to be on the order of 4dB lower at 30ips than at 15ips, again because
of the change in the reproducing characteristic (changing speed alone has little effect on noise). This is far less than the
10dB-15dB improvement afforded by Dolby A-type NR, let alone the nearly 25dB
improvement of Dolby SR. To extrapolate

performance with other track configurations, note that doubling the trackwidth
improves the signal -to -noise ratio by 3dB.
(S/N is proportional to the square root of
the track width.)
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL
Maximum Output Level (MOL) helps to

define the useful upper limits of a tape
medium's dynamic range. It is the tape's
output in decibels at which third-harmonic
distortion reaches 3 %, relative to a reference level such as OVU.
Third-harmonic distortion can be measured for fundamental frequencies up to
only about 6kHz. Beyond that, third harmonics are themselves not audible (although their effects can be) and are also
not reproducible by the tape machine.
Therefore, to closely approximate the 3%

Casio
Panasonic
Sony
Tascam

Full USA

Manufacturer's
Warranty. No grey market.
DAT tape is in stock from AGFA,
Ampex, Fuji. Panasonic and 3M.
... _.W
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Call Now:

1- 800 -356 -5844
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at average record levels, 15ips actually has
smoother and more extended low frequency response. MOL /SQL is only one
of several factors to consider.
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Figure 4. Maximum output level (MOL) at 15ips and 30ips (unassisted).

third -harmonic distortion level above
6kHz, we use a squash level (SQL) method.
SQL is that level which results in a 0.5dB
loss of output, or squash, relative to the
input. By "splicing" the MOL and SQL
measurements, the medium's overall useful upper limit can be seen.
Figure 4 shows the differences in MOL
and SQL between 15ips and 30ips. Note
that between 200Hz and 2kHz, both
speeds provide essentially the same performance. Below 200Hz, low-frequency
MOL at 15ips is worse than 30ips by 1dB
at 125Hz and 5dB at 30Hz. This is because
the NAB 15ips 3180s reproducing characteristic necessitates the use of a corresponding low-frequency boost in recording, which reduces headroom. The AES
30ips reproducing characteristic, having
no effect at low frequencies, requires no
such boost.

Above 2kHz, 30ips also shows slightly
improved SQL, on the order of 2dB. However, the change in reproducing characteristic predicts an even smaller high frequency improvement in theory (about
1dB at 15kHz), and we regard these particular test results as optimistic. Another
test at another time on another recorder
and/or tape formulation, no matter how
carefully set up, could easily show a
smaller difference, or even none at all, between the two speeds. Therefore, high frequency SQL should be considered practically the same at 15ips and 30ips.
Although occasional musical peaks will
reach the MOL or SQL levels, average recording levels are generally 9dB to 10dB
lower. Therefore, as useful as they are, the
value of MOL /SQL measurements should
not be exaggerated. For example, 30ips
has higher MOL at low frequencies, but

Comparison of Recording at 15 ips and

Advantages
> Smoother, more extended low- frequency response.
. Slightly lower noise and susceptibility to hum at low
frequencies (due to the NAB 3180 µs time constant).
. Half the tape cost and consumption, reel changes,
and storage room.
Slower head and transport wear.
n Shuttling to edit points is twice as fast.

Advantages
». Weighted noise level about 4 dB lower (due to the

Disadvantages
Weighted noise level is about 4 dB higher.

Disadvantages
Irregularities and less extended response at low
frequencies due to headbumps.
.. Slightly higher noise and susceptibility to hum at

r

..
..

Lower MOL below 200 Hz (5 dB at 30 Hz).
Less convenient editing (wavelengths on tape are
half as long).
More sensitive to tape dropouts, tape slitting and
coating problems, and recorder azimuth and
calibration misadjustments.

a

AES 17.5 .os time constant).
Higher MOL below 200 Hz (5 dB at 30 Hz).

More convenient editing (wave lengths on the tape
are twice as long).
Less sensitive to tape dropouts, tape slitting and

coating problems, and recorder azimuth and
calibration misadjustments.

.

n

low frequencies.
Twice the tape cost and consumption, reel
changes, and storage room.
Faster head and transport wear.
Shuttling to edit points takes twice as long.

Table 2. Comparison of recording at 15ips and 30ips.

R

E

ips
30 ips

15 ips

44

30

Our measurements, as well as years of
recording experience, show that neither
recording speed can be unequivocally recommended over the other. Therefore, the
choice must remain an individual decision
involving such factors as the type of music being recorded, budget, desired editing ease, and available equipment.
In an attempt to de- mystify the selection
process, Table 2 compares the two speeds,
with an emphasis on realistic and practical, rather than emotional and subjective,
considerations.
If nothing else, Table 2 points up that
actual performance differences between
15ips and 30ips are trivial by comparison
to the dramatic improvement a welldesigned noise reduction system can make
at either speed. For example, the Dolby
SR (Spectral Recording) process not only
lowers noise, but also extends headroom
at high recording levels, and reduces all
frequency components not present in the
original signal (including those resulting
from modulation noise, print- through and
IM distortion). These benefits, as well as
freedom from audible artifacts, are best
judged by means of careful listening tests,
whereby original signals (line -in) are compared to the signals off the tape (line -out).

P
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Dolby Spectral

Recording (SR)
Introduced in 1986, Dolby Spectral Recording (SR) is now in use on
nearly 40,000 tracks worldwide.
Dolby SR is a complementary

ENCODE
+2000

encode-decode process that adapts
to the spectral and level characteristics of the input signal more dis-

criminately than previous noise
reduction systems.
It operates according to what is
called the principle of least treatment, whereby an optimum fixed
gain /frequency characteristic is applied in the absence of signal, and
to low-level signals even in the
presence of high level signals. This
action is accomplished by ten fixed and sliding -band filters operating at
three levels in two frequency
bands. [2,3]
Noise and other low -level disturbances are reduced by nearly 25dB,
as seen in Figure 5. (The low -level
decode characteristic represents
Dolby SR's noise reduction effect.)
Equally important is the improvement afforded at high signal levels,
where Dolby SR lessens the risk of
over -recording the tape (which
with analog recording saturates
gently in the first place). These
benefits are the result of special
anti -saturation networks incorporated in Dolby SR.
The improvement at high levels
can be illustrated by the MOL and
SQL measurement techniques described earlier. Figure 6 compares
15ips with and without Dolby SR,
which increases MOL at lower frequencies by up to 8dB (30Hz), at
middle frequencies by more than
2dB, and at high frequencies by as
much as 9dB (15kHz). Figure 7
shows similar improvements at
30ips: 8dB at 50Hz, more than 2dB
at middle frequencies, and 8dB at
15kHz.
At both 15 and 30ips, Dolby SR
improves the dynamic range by
more than 25dB. Noise is virtually
eliminated as a practical consider-

ation, including modulation noise
that other systems do little to improve. Maximum record level is
uniformly high across the spectrum, including at the frequency
extremes, while desirably gentle
saturation characteristics are maintained.
With Dolby SR and the continuing refinement of recorders and
tape, analog recording remains a
useful, economical and high performance alternative to digital
formats.
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Figure 5. Low-level (subthreshold) encoding and decoding characteristics.
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Maximum output level at 15ips with Dolby SR (top) and unassisted (bottom).
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FIVE

QUESTIONS:

Recording Tech
By Mike Joseph

E

What are ideal tape biases
for Ampex 456, 3M 250 and

Agfa 468?
A: Sad but true, there are
no single values representing exact proper bias levels that apply to
every situation. The amount of bias, or
high- frequency current, applied to tape is
ultimately a compromise between three
different things: frequency linearity, noise
and distortion. Literally, the curves

representing each fall in different places.
They indicate that best background noise
settings compromise harmonic distortion
and frequency response values, ideal frequency response nets inferior noise performance, and for lowest distortion, noise
and frequency linearity suffer. Compounding the issue is that tape saturation at high
operating levels add additional variables
in frequency response and distortion
factors.
Mike Joseph is technical editor of REP.
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Astute analog bias calibration suggests
that the exact setting for a given tape be
determined by the style of music, expected dynamics, tape speed and operating
level. Record EQs differ at the various
speeds, altering headroom and response.
Tape batches vary in performance, often
as much as 5dB at the top. Some operators use a low frequency tone to listen for
tape modulation noise, tweaking with a
high frequency tone for fine tuning. Others
use a 2 -tone mix, one mid -band and one
high, measuring for least HD. Tape performance monographs available from all

the tape manufacturers clearly delineate
exact bias settings and how they affect
noise, distortion and frequency response
independently.

Q:

What is meant by "zero level" on
analog tape?
A: Calibration zero levels, tape output
levels and noise figures are referenced
against a magnetic energy level of 185
nanoWebers per meter, or n /W/m on tape.
This standard was chosen as a reasonable
level point in light of headroom and dynamic range of earlier tape formulations.
Most calibration test tapes and the Dolby
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calibration zero level -set for film and music recording are standardized at 185.
Modern tape formulations, however, allow
the recording of a higher magnetic
amount (or fluxivity) on tape, so calibrations typically 3dB higher than 185, or
"elevated" to 250n /W are often used. Music is often recorded at a level elevated
above that, with +3dB or +5dB above
250n /W not entirely uncommon.
Tape headroom is typically measured to
the saturation level at 3% distortion,
which might be 10dB to 15dB or more
over the calibrated zero level, whether
referenced to 185n /W or 250n /W. Totally separate is the issue of where one sets
the tape deck meter's calibration, or literally what part of the signal you want to
watch: 50% of total available signal modulation, or the top 10 %. Remember here
that all this only refers to where the
meter's zero is set, and therefore how
much signal you feel comfortable putting
on tape when watching the meters. Nothing stops you from setting the meter's zero
at 3% distortion (zero headroom /hard
ceiling), and counting down from there.
The meter is a tool, and the zero reference
level is only an attempt at unifying tape

compatibility standards from one machine
or facility to another.

Q:

What does the zero level on a digital tape deck refer to?
A: Beats us. Digital has no headroom
considerations as we know them, since the
modulated recording level on magnetic
tape is fixed and the actual signal level is
a number -crunching function. Unlike analog recording, there is no "soft" tape saturation; when it crashes, it crashes bad.
Whether a rotary -head or fixed -head system, the zero reference on digital is an arbitrary metering point based on a given
manufacturer's suggestion as to what your
headroom over zero meter level should
be. Some call it 1dB below crash, others
several. Many consider digital zero to be
the actual highest signal level which can
be recorded, i.e.: +1dB on the meter
doesn't exist. Either way, there is no
universal digital standard (such as analog's
OVU equaling 185n/W). Let us know when
someone figures this out!

Q:

What test gear should I own in order to do proper setup and alignment of
my tape decks?
A: As has always been the case, a good
stable oscillator such as the reasonably

ISTRIBUTED IN THE USA
XCLUSIVELY BY
TUEST MARKETING

.0. BOX 20
UBURNDALE, MA 02166
EL (617) 964-9466
AX (617) 969-7758

priced Loft or a classic Hewlett- Packard
the
tape deck versions aren't always that accurate. Additionally, an analog or digital
ac voltmeter, preferably with a calibrated
decibel meter, is crucial. VU meters on a
tape deck are guaranteed to vary with freis a must. In- the -console or on -board

quency.
For more sophisticated work, a
microprocessor -based unit, such as one of
the Audio Precision units which measure

ElectroSound, Sunnyvale, CA,
408 -245 -6600.
IEM, Palatine, IL, 312 -843 -7400.
JRF Magnetic Sciences, Greendell, NJ,
201 -579 -5773.
MDI /Precision Motor Works, Hudson,
MA, 508 -562 -4420.
Saki Magnetics, Calabasas, CA,
818 -880 -4054.

Sprague Magnetics, Van Nuys, CA,
800 -553-8712.

distortion, frequency response, phase offset and assorted other goodies, is highly
recommended. If money is no object, time
domain measurements are best made with
Techron TEF-type systems, or FFT packages made by Hewlett -Packard and others.

Q:

Are there independent sources, other than manufacturers, for tape deck refurbishing?
A: No doubt there are dozens of com-

panies in America who provide head and
motor rebuilding services, as well as replacement parts. Contacting a used equipment broker or the original manufacturer will usually net recommended names.
Some of the sources we are familiar with
include:
Acoustronic Sound, Los Angeles, CA,
213 -849 -4136.

"With rack real estate becoming almost as valuable as property in
Malibu... I cleared out a space in my rack for an M500 and had
the studio where I work buy three. Squeezing all those functions
into one rackspace means that I will have room in my rack for
more than one M500" Roger Nichols, EQ Magazine
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Read My Lips:
Live or Canned?
By David Scheirman

Afew months ago, I was at a Los Angeles
area recording studio working on a project. In the main room, time had been
blocked out for a client who needed a
master show soundtrack prepared for
about 90 minutes worth of a pop group's
tunes. The digitally recorded material was
going to be put into a New England Digital Synclavier, which would then be taken on the road.
"Their whole show will basically be
done from these recordings;' explained
the studio engineer. "They'll just lip -sync;
their fans won't know the difference:'
I didn't think much about it at the time.
I filed the event away in subconscious
memory under a "trivia" file.
Later, as I pondered what it might be
like to operate a concert sound system for
such a band on stand, relying on prerecorded input, I realized that this
phenomenon is not all that new. There has
always been an act or two that relied on
recorded material to support or enhance

live shows.
Electric Light Orchestra comes to mind
as a group that used pre- recorded music
and vocal material. A resulting controversy about "taped music" led to some
ticket refunds and national media coverage of the issue. Occasionally, pop bands
that cater to pre -teens (Menudo, for example) will use a full master tape that in-

cludes vocal parts.
Now that we're in the middle of the 1990
concert touring season, this subject seems
to be one in which touring musicians, concert promoters and newspaper critics are
quite interested. A number of major touring shows are making use of pre- recorded
instrumental and vocal material to ensure
a consistent show. Such performers as
Janet Jackson, George Michael, Madonna
and New Kids on the Block have been
mentioned in newspaper articles on the
subject as being "guilty" of relying on
canned music and lip -sync vocals. Even if
the ticket-paying kids don't mind, at least
David Scheirman is REP's sound reinforcement consulting editor and president of Concert Sound Consultants,
Julian, CA.
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one segment of our society seems to be
taking this very seriously: lawmakers.
In New Jersey, Democratic Assemblymen Joseph Mecca and Neil Cohen introduced a bill that would require concert
promoters and ticket vendors to inform
the public in advance if performers will
be lip-syncing their lead vocals. Under the
proposed bill, penalties of up to $50,000
could be imposed against promoters and
up to $5,000 against ticket vendors if they
fail to warn fans of the use of taperecorded vocals in all printed and broadcast advertising for the concerts.
Since the introduction of that bill, New
York State is considering one that would
require disclosures in advertising of all music that has been recorded or otherwise
reproduced (presumably including all sampled, sequenced and synthesized instrumental parts). Other states have similar bills under legislative consideration.

It's hard to find any
concert stage that does
not include some sort of
pre- recorded music.

So why is this such an issue? Why the
lip- syncing in the first place? Why is it

more prevalent among entertainers who
are marketing a personality, image or fashion style more than musicianship, and why
has it turned into something that would
concern state legislators?
We owe the whole thing to MTV and the
new musical artforms that it spawned.
This media vehicle could make "stars"
practically overnight. As entertainment
managers and video producers became
more competitive in an effort to make an
exciting, distinctive video, dance routines
and flashy choreography took over.
The video image of the singer or band
became just as important as the sound of
the tunes they were singing. And when
that artist needs to present a live show,
particularly one that features dance music, the challenge is to let the audience see
the visual image of exciting dance steps
at the same time that the familiar sounding radio- and -record hit tunes are
being played.
I've never tried to dance on stage to an
upbeat choreographed tune while holding
a microphone and trying to sing lead on
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the same tune, but I'll bet it's not that easy.
Take Madonna. Currently on a world
tour that includes mega- production stadium shows, she scrambles across the stage.
She runs up and down a staircase and
even lifts a chair over her head. The whole
time, her singing is consistent. She never
sounds out of breath. Her mic technique
is flawless, just like the record. And yet
she's rushing around, twirling and
jumping.
Most of us would be out of breath by the
second song, even if we didn't have to sing
into a microphone at the same time. Is it
unreasonable for her to rely on lip-synced
vocals in order to present a highly
polished live show that matches what the
kids have seen on her video clips?
On the other hand, would we expect to
see Neil Young, Linda Ronstadt, James
Taylor, Willie Nelson or ZZ Top relying on
lip- syncing in concert? Of course not. The
whole foundation of such artists' shows
rests on their musical abilities, not their
video image. Yet ... it's all entertainment,
and both types of artists draw an audience
to live shows.
Philosophical questions, future legal decisions and personal opinions aside, the
bottom line is that it's all concert sound,

and both the traditional, non -recorded
show and the lip-synced, full -taped shows
require sound reinforcement systems. If
the lip -syncing and recorded -music
phenomenon becomes more prevalent,
what will it mean for the live concert
sound industry? Let's take a look at a few
possibilities.

Why is lip -syncing such

an issue?

With an all- recorded show, the inventory of mics and stands in actual use
decreases significantly, unless they are
used as props. So does the size of the mixing consoles (house and monitor), unless
a real -time mixdown is being done of separate instrumental and vocal tracks.
Even when that happens, it's usually at
most a 24 -track playback situation. Fewer snake lines, fewer channel -insertable
noise gates and compressors, and fewer
effects devices are needed. But the amplifier/speaker system may actually get beefier to handle the high -level constant bass-
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Dzitel
thumping energy of the MTV dance-music
format.
HYBRIDIZATION OF LIVE
AND RECORDED?

Some shows on the road this season are
relying on digitally stored program material and live vocal /instrumental input.
Even though the recorded drums, bass,
guitars, keyboards and backing vocals may
make up the foundation for the mix, the
sound mixer is also expected to "blend in"
the actual live vocal and instrumental material on top of the playback.
A click -track keeps the drummer in
time, and high -level full- bandwidth stage
monitors pump out the recorded tracks to
the players on stage. The board operator
in the house must carefully use skill and
discretion to blend them. When done correctly, the 'live' band sounds "larger than
life" and (surprise!) "just like the record :'
Audiences for video -pop stars don't seem
to care whether the music is "canned :'

DIFFERENT OPERATING SKILLS?

The person in charge of a sound reinforcement system for this type of show will
require different skills than the live sound
mixer, who is dealing with dozens of open
microphones and real -time musical performance. There may be multitrack tape
recorders with which to deal, but more
likely there will be an interface with a digital music technical specialist who has the
whole show locked away in a computerized rig that is carted around in road cases.
Perhaps experimentation with dynamic
expanders, spectral recovery units, exciters and other signal processing tools will
make the playback sound more live.
RISING SOUND LEVELS?

When a show uses fewer open microphones, the potential for higher gain before feedback is increased. If all vocals during the actual performance are canned,
then it's possible to raise the level of the
playback through the system with little or
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DIGITAL WORKSTATION -POST PRODUCTION
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no acoustical restraints on an ultimate
high volume level. (When the manager
comes up to you and says, "The kids are
loving it. Pump it up some more:' you can
no longer beg off by saying, "No way, man,
I'm right at the verge of feedback on the
lead vocal mic! ") When you are asked to
bring the in-your -face characteristics of
disco sound to an arena or stadium, then

you are talking loud.
IN PERSPECTIVE

Today's younger generation, raised on
video images, has perhaps come to look
at entertainment in a fast -food sense: in-

stant gratification, not knowing or caring
about nutritional content. If lip -syncing
and digitally stored instrumental tracks enable a show producer to get a video star
out on the road faster, in front of the kids,
then that's what will happen. Indeed,
that's what is happening.
Entertainment has seen many musical
trends responded to by the concert sound
industry. The current proliferation of lipsynced shows and pre- recorded music is
certainly one of them. It will probably be
with us for a long time.
It's important to remember that when
the first electronic drum pad or keyboard
synthesizer hit the concert stage, some
thought the end of the world had surely
come. Others were quick to refine the new
technologies, incorporate them into existing live shows, and it was business as
usual.
Today, it's hard to find any concert stage
that does not include some sort of prerecorded music, whether it's a sampled
drum sound triggered by an electronic
pad, or a vocal harmony chorus called into
play by a keyboard pre -set. It may be wise
to observe the phenomenon, make the
best of it when you are called on to work
with it and participate in it, and continue
to strive for the best "live" sound possible.
One final thought: If the Eagles (now
some 15 years older) really do a reunion
tour soon, and perform tunes like "Take
It to the Limit" in concert, will those beautiful harmonies that we remember be
done only with live mics, or enhanced
courtesy of master-tape samples and New
England Digital? Does it matter?
To that particular band, it probably does.
You'll get the real thing. But other shows
getting ready to hit the road may feel
differently. You may say, "But it's the music that's important!" Don't look now, but
the music is changing at least the way
some of it is presented in live shows.

-

111.11.0-00
By David Scheirman

FARM ADD
Broadcasting and sound reinforcement teams combine to present
stereo audio for TV and radio to a nationwide audience.
In a series of benefit concerts for the
American farmer, Farm Aid IV met its
goal of raising funds and public
awareness on behalf of the familyfarm crisis in the United States. An estimated $1.3 million was raised for distribution to farm organizations, churches, service agencies and crisis hot lines. Past Farm
Aid events have distributed more than $9
million dollars to more than 100 organizations in 41 states.
A primary intention of Farm Aid is to
raise the nation's awareness about the
family-farm crisis. Organized by country
entertainer Willie Nelson, this event featured some of country and rock music's
hottest acts. Such artists as Neil Young,
John Cougar Mellencamp, Crosby, Stills &
Nash, Don Henley, Guns 'N' Roses, Kris
Kristofferson, Jackson Browne, John Denver and Bonnie Raitt participated in the
program on behalf of the nation's farmers.
A surprise appearance was made by Elton John. Through a flurry of advance
David Scheirman is REP's sound reinforcement consulting editor and president of Concert Sound Consultants,
Julian, CA.

phone calls, Nelson lined up a varied list
of entertainers who donated time to appear, including Lou Reed, Was (Not Was),
Iggy Pop, Poco, Taj Mahal, Asleep atthe
Wheel, Southern Pacific, the Kentucky
Headhunters and Kathy Mattea.
Staged on Saturday, April 7, in the
Hoosierdome in Indianapolis, the 13-hour
show presented more than 70 bands and
artists to an audience of 45,000. Starting
at 11 a.m., the tightly paced show ran until midnight. The live audience was just the
beginning ... millions saw or heard the
show through broadcast and recording
technologies. The remote audio crews and
units that worked behind the scenes faced
a formidable task of putting the show out
to the rest of the world.
BROADCAST EVENT ORGANIZATION

Farm Aid organizers hired Dick Clark
Productions to serve up a live TV show
of the mega -event. Known the world over
for producing live TV shows, DCP has traveled around the globe to produce and
present sports events, pageants and concerts. For Farm Aid IV, director Gene Weed

and producer Ron Weed assembled gear
and crew from around the country to handle the event's complex requirements. Media projects included a TV show broadcast
over The Nashville Network (TNN), radio
programming for TNN, a live album recording for Willie Nelson's Pedernales Studio, live recordings for release by Westwood One over FM radio stations, and a
host of other short features for such
productions as MTV and the USA Network's Youthquake. More than 70 radio
stations carried portions of the live
coverage.
In addition to temporary offices in the
Hoosierdome equipped with phones, fax
machines and computers, the 'nerve center' for Dick Clark Productions was a remote TV production truck rented from
NEP in Pittsburgh. Max Kirkland was the
engineer -in- charge. Fanta Professional
Services, Nashville, and Westwood One,
Culver City, CA, supplied remote audio
trucks.
Fanta was contracted to handle live
broadcast sound for radio, TV and post production TV, in addition to recording the
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event with 24 -track machines for live album release. Westwood One trucks recorded the show for post -production radio, with both country music and rock
music specials on the calendar. Live concert sound was handled by Audio Analysts.
Live audio feeds from all three sources
(Fanta, Westwood One and Audio
Analysts) were available to Dick Clark
Productions in the NEP truck. (See Fig. 1.)
LIVE EVENT SETUP

To facilitate quick set changes during the
13 -hour show, a large rotating platform

was positioned in the center of a scaffold
stage. Triple-level side platforms (sound
wings') were set up nearly a week ahead
to support the 144 HDS enclosures supplied by Audio Analysts of Plattsburgh, NY,
and Montreal, Quebec. (See Figure 2.)
An additional long-throw complement
was added to the live sound system. One
dozen specially constructed horn enclosures were arrayed high atop the center control riser, which served as a support for a giant video screen, spotlights
and supplementary crowd lighting for television. This area also offered space for
sound and lighting control boards.
Audio Analysts' 7 -man crew was headed by the company's equipment manager, Colin Beveridge. Audio Analysts sound
mixers Dick Offeringa and Dan Schriber
handled live sound for a majority of the
acts on the show, commanding a house
mixing position that featured Soundcraft
Series 4 consoles. Gamble 32x16 consoles
on stage left and right were used for
monitors.
"We were assembling information on
the different acts for nearly a month before the show;' noted Beveridge. "We tried
to take a look at everyone's input requirements and then lay out our stage wiring
so as to have a minimum amount of patching going on. It was not always easy, but
weeks of advanced planning helped keep
the chaos to a minimum :'
To help track the proposed show, which
seemingly changed from day to day based
on the schedules and availability of different entertainers, audio production coordinator Robin Victor of Fanta Professional Services entered all available data into
a computer spreadsheet program. Updates
were made constantly as new information
was obtained from the various bands and
entertainers, many of whom were on the
road and difficult to reach before the Farm
Aid event.
"We use Lotus 1 -2 -3 as a spreadsheet
program;' explained Fanta owner Johnny
Rosen. "All the sheets are linked together
using Hal, a program utility option. We
can sort by any parameter. We can also
lay the program out to display stage input
lists, and sort the information by groups
of different types of inputs to make stage
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"It makes for a long day, but things work
out best when one person keeps track of
the line assignments inside the building;'
advised Fanta technician Billy Saurel. "It
gives us the best continuity for stage -totruck communications. Because some of
the sets are less than 10 minutes long before possible line changes, things move
pretty quickly"
Fanta relied on RF communicators with
belt holsters, a wireless intercom system
from Telex, a hard -wired Clear-Corn system as backup, and King Biscuit intercom

layouts easier."
PRODUCTION LINE SYSTEM

Fanta Professional Services and Westwood One designated an individual to be
'patchmaster' inside the building at the
stage. Regardless of the quick changes
made during the live performance, it was
that person's responsibility to inform the
trucks what signal information would be
appearing on what line. That meant failsafe communications and intense concentration.

FARM AID IV
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NY$

AUDIO SIGNAL ROUTING

Figure 2. Audio Analysts technicians work with
the sound reinforcement company's HDS fullrange enclosures. One hundred forty-four of the
speaker cabinets were used for the event, erected in triple tiers on the scaffold sound wings.

speaker boxes for fixed-location "squawk
boxes" in the truck and on the stage. A
closed -circuit, black-and -white video system allowed the truck crew to observe activity on the stage area, and production
audio/video stereo color monitors let the
truck mixers see and hear the broadcast
feed.
Additional RTS intercom units in the
truck and on the stage linked the Fanta
crew and other remote audio units with
the show director and main production
center in the NEP truck. "It may seem like
a lot of hardware and a lot of redundancy, and it is," said Fanta's Rosen. "On a
complex special event like this one, a foolproof, accurate and timely communications system is one of your most important tools :'
The main 7-channel production line for
audio, video and lighting crew communications was centered at the NEP truck.
Kirkland produced a line and location assignment chart in advance; technicians
then spent a day ahead of the event running P.L. cable and testing lines and stations. "It may look like a complex system
to set, but the advance planning for channel and location assignment on a need-toknow basis makes the show run very
smoothly:' explained audio technician Andrew McHaddad, part of the Los Angelesbased production team under Kirkland's
direction.
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With two separate stages feeding inputs
to the audio pool, dual 52 -pair snake lines
were run from the stage area to the remote trucks parked behind the building.
Live sound patching panels were located
at the two stage monitor mix positions;
split feeds then were run to an upstage
center area where patch panels for the recording unit snake runs were set up.
Technicians used 250 -foot cable runs to
carry mic line signals from the stage area
patch center to the Fanta and Westwood
One trucks. Each recording truck could access individual lines directly from the P.A.
company splitter for the A or B stage, and
a stereo reference mix from the Audio
Analysts house mixing position was available as well. The master broadcast audio
center in the NEP truck could sample this
live P.A. mix in addition to the production
mixes being prepared in the Fanta truck
and the Westwood One units. (See Fig. 3.)
Westwood One units on -site included a
luxurious converted bus and a 45 -foot
semi -trailer unit. One unit handled audio
received from stage A; the other handled
stage B. Each unit recorded the show for
later radio broadcast. The Fanta truck, a
40 -foot trailer equipped for remote multitrack recording and broadcast audio production, received input from both stages
and did 24 -track recording and real -time,
audio -for -TV mixing. A unique dual -group
submixer setup with A/B relay changeover enabled Rosen to use a single Sphere
32x16x32 master console to send a consistent broadcast stereo audio feed while
documenting the event on a pair of Ampex MM -1200 24 -track tape recorders.

"In the past, we've handled events like
this in a variety of ways :' Rosen said. "I've
been searching for some time to find the
'ideal' compact audio mixer that could be
assembled into a larger mixer group like
building blocks. If you had something
lightweight that didn't take up a lot of
space, offered good audio quality and was
cost -effective, it would make sense to create one common audio mixing center that
could process the signal input from both
stages into the main board. This would do
away with calibration problems and level
or other audio signal changes from switching back and forth between different consoles. It would also enable the primary
mixer to be actively involved in the premixing and group assignments of signals
being readied for the next stage

changeover:'
For Farm Aid IV, Rosen chose the model 1622 mixer from Alesis as the submixer 'building block' for his A/B stage mixing concept. Weighing only 14 pounds

each, and measuring 6 "x19 "x21 ", the
compact audio mixers were arranged in
two groups of four, with one group stacked
on a custom -built rack within arm's reach
of the main Sphere console on each side.
With two upper mixers tucked in close using a hinged mount panel, as many as 64

audio inputs could be received and
worked with in a double- tiered space that
had a footprint only 38 "x21 ". (See Fig. 4.)
As one submixer group was in use for
the 'live' stage, the upcoming stage mic
lines were checked, pre-set and group assigned by an assistant working on the
other side of the main console. An input
board was prepared using pre-labeled tape

Figure 3. Interior shot of the audio control section of NEP's remote truck, which was crewed
by Dick Clark Productions. Stereo audio feeds from the Fanta and Westwood One remote audio
units were monitored here, along with a reference mix from the live P.A. mixing equipment.
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mobile satellite uplink station. Parked behind the Hoosierdome, the generator equipped truck was the final link in a complex audio -video signal chain.
THE EVENT

With audio production systems in place,
crews on stage and in the various remote
trucks prepared for the marathon entertainment show. Several 'surprise guests'
were on tap, and even the production
crews had no idea what person might suddenly grab a guitar and walk out on stage.

Figure 4. Four Alesis 1622 mixers were held
in place by a custom rack. The top two units

were on a hinged panel, allowing quick access
to the lower pair with little effort on the part
of the sound mixer.

strips; as each act finished and line
changes were made on stage, the next
strip was placed on the Alesis submixer
group that would be on -line in a few
minutes. Rosen was the primary mixer
and he operated the Sphere console. Technician Shipley Landis from Nashville, TN,
and this author served as assistant mixers, preparing the A and B stage line signals on the submixer groups. (See Fig. 5.)
"It's a neat system;' said Landis. "Remote
truck space is always a precious commodity. When working a double- source event
like this, it's really tough to rely on full size consoles ... the setup gets too large
and the primary mixer has a tough time
being really able to track and even reach
what's going on with all parts of the program input. These little mixers are real
problem -solvers.'
Fanta and Westwood One prepared stereo audio mixes that were monitored in the
NEP truck by Dick Clark Productions, and
each participated in producing live audio
for broadcast that was used in the final
program. Westwood One's multitrack
event tapes were used for privately produced radio programs, scheduled at a later
date.
TNN, a primary carrier of broadcast program material for the event, located a
small van on site to monitor the audio
proceedings and to guarantee quality control on the radio signal being sent to the
world via a video subcarrier. Parked next
to the NEP truck and directed by TNN's
director of engineering, Hugh Hickerson,
the mini -van was an interesting study in
the field use of a miniature radio broadcast facility.
Guy -Com was contracted to supply a

Do You
Know

these
terms?

One of these program highlights was
provided by Elton John, who quietly
strode out to the performance area and
sat down at a grand piano to perform
several numbers.
A treat for many music fans was the unexpected pairing of different artists. Bruce
Hornsby and Don Henley performed
several tunes together, as did Jackson
Browne and Bonnie Raitt. John Cougar
Mellencamp's band acted as a backup
group for other artists, including Joe Ely,
and Tom Keifer of Cinderella and singer

Monitor
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reference loudspeaker system for
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(noun) channels on a multi-track
recorder (verb) accurately reproduces the audio
qualities of another transducer.
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dispersion delivers the same tonal balance to everyone seated at the console.

Call RADIAN to arrange for an audition in your recording studio.
RADIAN Monitor Standard Systems are sold exclusively thru Authorized Dealers.
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DISC MAKERS

Complete
manufacturing
for the audio
industry.

FARM AID IV
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STEREO AUDIO MIX
OUT FOR BROADCAST
(TO PRODUCTION REMOTE TRUCK)

Figure 5. Fanta truck audio signal layout (simplified).

Joanna Dean, who were teamed as a duo.
Other veteran performers John Prine,

Monroe and

Perkins

Carl
interest to the show,
-whileaddedmanydepthnewerandartists,
such as Nanci

Arlo Guthrie, Bill

Griffith, Ricky Van Shelton and Lyle
Lovett, enjoyed increased exposure from
the event.
"This has been some fantastic music:'
Rosen said, as the huge sound system and
several recording trucks were packed up
after the show. "You get a chance to hear
and work with some of the best in the
business ... and you really put yourself,
your crew and your equipment to the test :'
Many companies and private corporations donated time, people, equipment
and services on behalf of Farm Aid. A
boost was given to the audio production
of the event when Agfa donated its topof- the -line model 469 recording tape on
2,500 -foot reels for 24-track use in the Fanta truck. Live recording of the show for
Willie Nelson was handled by Eric Paul,
the engineer in charge of Nelson's Peder-
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nales Studio in Spicewood, TX. Plans are
to quickly edit the music and get an album package out soon to help raise additional funds, said Paul.
With so many different production units
on site, each handling a different part of
a complex scene, the chance for confusion
and error is always there. At Farm Aid,
months of planning and a thorough team
approach by Dick Clark Productions
helped things come together smoothly onsite and over -the -air. Farm Aid IV was an
excellent example of how today's large entertainment events can have a global effect through the efforts of sound reinforce-

ment, audio and video broadcast
engineers, and event production staffs.

HANDS ON:

Gefen Systems

TrackWriter
By Rick Schwartz

you're a sound editor, Gefen Systems
has some software that you should
know about. The three programs,
which work closely together, are
TrackPlanner, TrackWriter and the M &E
Organizer, and run on the Macintosh or
IBM computers. This review focuses on
Gefen's newest addition, TrackWriter, in
the Mac version.
TrackWriter is a program designed to
create spotting sheets for dialogue, Foley
and sound effects. Before TrackWriter,
sound editors were forced to write down
time code numbers, character names and
each line of dialogue by hand. It took
hours, and sometimes days. This information would then be typed out so it could
be used during the automatic dialogue replacement (ADR) or looping sessions.
TrackWriter can eliminate much of the
typing associated with logging. For example, in and out times can be entered by
hand or captured using an external (VITC)
time code reader from Evertz Systems. Using the latter method, SMPTE numbers are
automatically entered (with frame accuracy) by hitting the return key on the
computer.
Even if you don't have access to a 3/4If

Rick Schwartz is a sound designer /engineer and director
of post -production for Music Animals, Los Angeles.

inch machine and have to enter times by
hand, TrackWriter is still faster, because
it remembers the last value that was entered and carries it forward, so you just
have to re -enter seconds and frames. I
found this to be a real time-saver when entering closely spaced events by hand. If
you've ever had to log sound effects for
a gunfight, you know what I mean.

time code number into four separate fields
(HH:MM:SS:FR), which are accessed left to -right using the tab key. At first I didn't
like using the tab key so much, but once
I realized that I didn't have to always type
the entire 8-digit SMPTE number, I saw the
light.
MY FAVORITE FEATURE

One of the most useful features is the
FORMAT CONVERSIONS
LOOKUP TABLE. If you need to create a
SMPTE entry is fine, but what if you're
dialogue spotting sheet, you first type in
"finishing" on film. No problem; Track- all of the character names. As soon as
Writer will convert all of your SMPTE they're entered, each name is sorted alnumbers into feet and frames. Instantly. phabetically and animated slowly off the
However, you may have to perform an off- screen to its place in the character list.
set after a conversion. Offsets are easily
From then on, characters are simply
accomplished using the CHANGE TIME picked from the list with the mouse. If you
command.
don't like using a mouse or don't want to
For example, a common transfer request take your hands off the keyboard when
is to have the first frame of picture start
typing, you can enter the first letter of a
at 01 hr., which places the 2 -pop at character's name and TrackWriter will
00:59:58:00. To make 00:59:58:00 match jump to the right place in the list. The only
the burned -in feet and frames marking of typing needed is to enter lines of dialogue
9 feet, you must first select all the time
or descriptive information.
values in the list and then offset them so
Some people complain that the text is
that the sync pop matches the same num- too small and hard to read in other Macinber on the videotape. For some reason, I tosh programs. TrackWriter uses a large,
was not always able to subtract times us- easy -to -read font that can be read from
ing the CHANGE TIME command.
quite a distance. Although you can't
change the font size or type, I didn't find
QUICK CHANGES
this to be much of a problem.
The arrow keys are used to move rapidly
Sound editors need not be intimidated
up and down the screen to find a desired by TrackWriter because the main screen
time code number. To change a time af- is presented in a very familiar format
ter you have entered it, simply press the a single page with five column headings.
space bar to bring the number up to an (See Figure 1.) I liked the way the titles
editing window. Then make necessary above columns could be changed by simchanges and press return.
ply typing in new text that replaces the
This worked well enough, but I think it old. By default, the program is set to
would be nice if you could do the same IN /OUT, CHARACTER and DIALOGUE. I
thing by double -clicking on the number found it useful to change CHARACTER to
with the mouse. And unlike other logging SOUND FX. This way, a sound editor could
software, TrackWriter divides a SMPTE pull reoccurring effects using the same

-
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pop-up list that is normally used to display
a roster of characters.
For example, if you were cutting a gunfight, you could select from a list of guns
(Le., Uzi, .45 magnum, shotgun, ricos). The
next field would be used for DESCRIPTIONS. Finally, the TRACK heading could
be used to show whether the element is
a hard effect (FX), background (BG), dialogue (DX) or music (MX). (See Figure 2.)
By using these 2 -digit codes, you can display or print the entire list by type, just
by clicking on a button in the PRINT dialogue box. This way, a supervising sound
editor can "farm out" different parts of a
show to different editors.

Search

Edit

File

IN/OUT T.0

Dialogue

Char

:00:03:00

01

Untitled

Setting General

CH

4.08"

GETTING STARTED

Installation is straightforward, thanks to
an installer program. Not once did I need
to refer to the manual during my first session, possibly because of the program's
built -in command reference that is accessed by pulling down a HELP menu. I
later looked at the manual, and although
it's brief, it seems to be effective. All of the
standard shortcut commands were standard and easy to remember.
The FILE MENU contains all of the normal commands like NEW, OPEN and
SAVE, with one noticeable addition
ADD. Although merge or join may have
been a better term, the ADD command
allows you to merge two TrackWriter files
to create a new file. This could be useful
if you had more than one person logging
the same reel at the same time.

-

Figure

ADDITIONAL GOODIES

found the RENUMBER feature to be
very useful because it will change all of
the line numbers if you delete a line. Another nice feature is under the GENERAL /TIME EDITING menu, called DELETE
TIME. Because sound editors have to conform audio to picture cuts, this feature alI

ment. The printouts look great and even
include a date and time stamp, along with
the page number at the bottom. Printouts
can be selected in either portrait or landscape orientation with or without SETTINGS INFO. PRINT SETUP contains global parameters, such as the title, production
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lows time code to be shifted, starting at
a desired time code location. This can be
a real timesaver. The SEARCH command
only works on selected text. To search an
entire list, you need to press the command
key while holding A. For some reason, the
FIND command did not contain the whole
word and partial word buttons as pictured
in the manual.
Although some of the dialogue boxes do

not conform with Macintosh guidelines,

TItIe:BILLLY THE KID
Company:Gefen Systems
Production:Gefen Productions Inc..Project:Demo_ADR
If

Ir27508

'

TERRY

Reel No.:1

Edttor:John Casy
H

DOLAN AND THE SHERIF HAVE JUST TAKEN OVER.
MY STORE IN LINCOLN.

280.14.

SHARING FILES

per. By running the program under MultiFinder, you can CUT and PASTE the results of sound effects searches (using the
M &E Organizer) into a TrackWriter docu-

Basic TrackWriter format.

company and the editor, which only need
to be entered once.

001

TrackWriter can store data in several formats, including the AMS AudioFile, New
England Digital and the Larson Technol
ogy formats. The program will produce a
CMX-compatible list that can be used with
the popular CMX editing system. That is,
if you can figure out how to convert and
store the file on disk in a way that it can
read with an IBM system. By saving in the
Gefen TrackPlanner format, you can import TrackWriter data and use it to print
out cue lists to use at a mix. This can save
time because you don't have to enter the
same data twice. I'm told that TrackPlan
ner data can be imported into TrackWriter,
although I didn't get a chance to try it.
TrackWriter will print either spotting
lists or ADR lists on standard 8.5 "x11" pa-

1.

O

280.14'

TERRY

1

2

3

4

AND NOW THEY WANT THE RANCH TOO.

2

3

4

283.10"

003

06"

TERRY

MISTER RYNERSON HERE SAYS THAT EVEN BY THE HIGHLY FLEXIBLE STANDARD
OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,

291.14'

TERRY

IN THE YEAR OF OUR GRACE, 1897, (INHALE)

004
296.10

29610

TERRY

THIS IS, ...WHAT WAS THE WORD YOU USED?

005

299.10

320.13

TERRY

WELL BILLY,

006

321.14'

TERRY

(INHALE) WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE ME

BILLY

WELL, WELL, WELL, MISTER DOLAN HIMSELF AND SHERIFF BRADY.
THEY THINK THEY OWN LINCOLN COUNTY.

TERRY

WELCOME TO THE (EXCHANGE) RIO FELIZ RANCH MISTER DOLAN

?

2

3

4

i

2

3

4

i

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

,

2

007

4

325.14"

o

351 02"

3

376.02'

381.14'
009

385.12'

39102

DOLAN

THANK YOU

010

39208.
39608
011

TERRY

(INHALE) MISTER DOLAN I HOPE YOU HAVE TIME TO STAY FOR
TEA. WE HAVE SO MUCH TO TALK ABOUT

402.04'

Figure 2. Screen dump of sample ADR
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I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

i

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

they seem to work fine. While on the subject of non -standardization, you have to
jerk the mouse to the left to escape most
of TrackWriter's entry screens. Although
I liked the fact that I did not have to take
my hand off the mouse, I think a keyboard
equivalent should be included as well.
Normally, a dialogue box would have a
cancel button.
I used TrackWriter on both a Macintosh
Il and a Macintosh SE; the program
worked fine on both. TrackWriter can
sense which type of computer you are using and adjusts the size of the screen font
to accommodate smaller displays. I had a
couple of minor problems with screen refresh that were fixed by resizing the
screen. Also, on rare occasions the text
would not automatically wrap around to
the next line like it should, forcing me to
hit the return key. Last of all, like a lot of
Macintosh software, UNDO is not fully implemented and only works with normal
editing commands like CUT and PASTE.
I recommend that you always SAVE before
you SORT or do a time code offset, just
in case you're not happy with the results.
Because of its newness, TrackWriter for
the Macintosh is still a little rough around
the edges. For example, the close box on

Backgrounder
Gefen Systems (not to be confused
with Geffen Records) is a Los

Angeles-based company well known for being the largest distributor of sound effects and music
libraries on compact disc. Its client
list is a Who's Who of audio.
In addition to TrackWriter, Gefen
Systems offers two other programs
for sound editors. TrackPlanner is
designed to simplify the task of
creating cue sheets for mixers. The
M &E Organizer Software is a database for popular CD libraries; when
coupled with a Sony multi -CD
changer, it can greatly simplify the
location, auditioning and the transfer of sound effects or music. I saw
this new automatic transfer feature
at work with an AudioFile and was
very impressed.
All three of Gefen's programs
have a similar look and feel, and
use the same menu commands and
shortcut keys that make it easy to
go from one program to the other.
:n addition, they can be run simul-

taneously under MultiFinder

!providing you have enough RAM).
This is very useful if you want to cut
text from one program and paste it
to another.

the main window does not work yet. I also
noticed that a CLOSE command was absent from the file menu, but this is a simple problem that can easily be fixed.
THE BOTTOM LINE

Overall, I found TrackWriter easy to use
and would recommend it to anyone who
needs to spot videotapes for ADR or sound
effects. It will definitely speed up preparation for an ADR session and take care
of the paperwork. Although it has been
optimized for ADR, I found it useful for

any type of logging, especially sound effects. The program was very stable and
never crashed while I was using it
which is more than I can say for other software I own. Although Gefen deviates
slightly from Apple interface guidelines,
it is consistent within its programs. I quickly adjusted to Gefen's way of doing things.
The company seems sincerely interested
in hearing from users and incorporated
several of my suggestions into the

-

program.
Circle (100) on Rapid Facts Card

A WINNING COMBINATION.

It only takes one Sony PCM -3402
digital audio recorder to acheive

superb record and playback
results. But put two of
them together and
you get a digital editing
system that's inexpensive
and easy to use.

..

'NA

ioralmow4' Aziggs;

-

To find out more, contact

the Sony Professional
Audio Office nearest you:
East: (201) 368 -5185
West: (818) 841 -8711
South: (615) 883 -8140
Central:(312) 773 -6001

PCM -3402
TWIN -DASH 1/4" two- channel digital format 48kHz, 44.1kHz and 44.056kHz
sampling frequency rates Built -in machine -to- machine editing capability
AES /EBU, SDIF -2 digital /Os Digital fader and balance control
I

SONY

Sony Communications Products Company,
1600 Queen Anne Rd. Teaneck, N.J. 07666
©1989 Sony Corporation of America,
Sony is a registered trademark of Sony
,

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
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Fa to04
AES: An Advanced
Look

So with this in mind, this month's
column looks at a few of the technical
presentations and other events that will
be worth your while attending. [Full AES
preshow coverage will appear in the SepEd.]
tember issue

-

By Laurel Cash -Jones

WORKSHOPS

is happening soon. In Los Angeles
this year, the convention is scheduled for
Sept. 21 -25.
Many publications go on and on about
the exhibits at each AES convention.
While I agree this is a very important part
of the show, there are many educational
sessions, technical papers, workshops and
seminars that are often overlooked. These
events are designed to inform and educate
you in ways that are not and cannot be
done on the show floor.

AES

Laurel Cash-Jones is REP's editorial consultant and a Los
Angeles -based tree-lance writer.

"Digital Audio Workstations: Diverse
Applications" is scheduled for Sept. 21.
Many people in the recording field have
been mystified by the abundance of
choices available in this new category. Especially since few of these systems speak
the same language, and, therefore, have
a hard time exchanging data.
This promises to be one of the hottest
workshops at this AES due to the various
types of systems represented, including:
AKG's DSE -7000, Alpha Audio's DR -2,
AMS Industries' AudioFile, Digidesign's
Sound Tools, Digital Audio Research's
SoundStation II, Digital Designs' ProDisk464, Lexicon's Opus, New England Digi-

tal's PostPro SD, Solid State Logic's Screen Sound, Sound Master's Syncram, Studer

Editech's Dyaxis and WaveFramé s
AudioFrame.
The focus of this workshop is different
than the SPARS Business Conference in
May, which featured manufacturer presentation on 11 workstations. All system
presentations will be done by an engineer/operator, who will be using actual
program material that has been previously
processed on each given system.
To qualify for this session, each manufacturer had to have sold and delivered
product to customers (not just beta test
sites) at the time of this writing. Therefore,
it will not include products that were not
in the hands of end users by press time.
Some of the other workshops to be
presented: "Restoration of Audio Record ings;' Tom Owen, chairman; "Synchronization: SMPTE Time Code and MIDI,' Bill
Hogan, chairman; and "Recording Studio
Mixing," chaired by NARAS.

Want To Get The Most From Your Microphones?

amount of signal processing can recapture detail
lost by the microphone preamp. Now you can
capture vocals with natural clarity and make them stand
out in the mix with far less signal processing using
Jensen's discrete 990 technology.
No

Redesigned servo circuitry and new custom -core

transformers sonically outperform the best
transformerless designs. Enjoy unparalleled immunity
from buzz, hum and noise - even near stage lighting on
remotes. With low -noise pots for step -free level control
and switchable peak/VU meters. You can own proven
990 Twin Servo® technology starting at under $1500.*
*

Single channel price; factory expandable to 2, 3 or 4 channels.
Manufactured exclusively for Jensen Transformers by John Hardy.
Twin Servo is a registered trademark of Jensen Transformers, Inc.

Flat Group Delay to 65 kHz Yields Exquisite
Transient Response
New Transformer Core Alloy Reduces Low
Frequency Phase Shift and Distortion
DC Servos Eliminate Non -Linear Electrolytic
Capacitors From Signal Path
New Compact Size: 13/4" x 19" Rack Mount
Immediate Shipment From Stock

jensen transformers
INCORPORATED

North Hollywood. CA 91601
10735 Burbank Boulevard
Phone (213) 876 -0059
FAX (818) 763 -4574
Closed Fridays. visitors by appointment only

Circle (27) on Rapid Facts Card
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TECHNICAL PAPERS

"Modeling of Acoustic Spaces," a subject
not previously presented at AES, is scheduled for two sessions on Monday, Sept. 24
What makes these sessions special is
twofold. First, they have been organizec
by the AES Technical Council Committee
on Acoustics and Sound Reinforcement
chaired by Ken Jacob of Bose Corporation
There are four AES Technical Council
Committees. They include Signal Processing (chaired by Don Eger), Transmission
(chaired by Daniel Gravereaux) and TransdLcers (chaired by John Bullock), and the
committee mentioned above.
The second reason these presentations
stand out is due to the gentleman chairing them. Dr. Manfred Schroeder is the
field's foremost expert on acoustics.
Another session which promises something different is "Audio For Video, Broadcast and Film:' Chaired by Phil Mendelson of the Post Group, Los Angeles, this
session will take a more "real world" ap-

proach, as opposed to the more -heoretical approach that one normally hears in
the papers sessions.
Two other papers, "Why a Digital Moviola Won't Cut It" by Brian Kÿlley of
Skywalker Sound, and "Toward a Truly Integrated Digital Audio Environment" by
Phil Mendelson, promise to be informative
from an application-oriented point of view.
SPECIAL EVENTS

video presentation of "An Afternoon
With Jack Mullin:' This one hour long video is from the 1988 AES convention, its
subject being "The History of Sound." It
will be shown throughout the convention.
"An afternoon with Keith Johnson" is
scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 23. His unique
perspective on audio will make this an
event that should not be missec.
"Women in Audio" will be held Monday, Sept. 24. Yours truly is one of the
A
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artists and producers
This year's special guest: TOM COSTER appearing for Korg
NEW PRODUCTS unveiled for the first time anywhere
SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PRICES ON DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
FREE DRAWINGS FOR EQUIPMENT & PRIZES DAILY

Call to arrange your Free Demo Tape

(916) 348-1512

Sound Effects

CLINICS by many top -name

High Gauss Field
Gauss Field Orientation
Continuous Duty Capability
Built -in Timer
Thermal Overheat Protection

FAX

-

RECORDING PRO SOUND
KEYBOARDS COMPUTERS SOFTWARE

Features:

5831 Rosebud Ln., Bldg. C
Sacramento, CA 95841
Phone (916) 348 -0200

quire an "all- access pass:' This costs more
than exhibits only, but is well worth it.
Obviously, there is much more happen ing at the convention than can be described in this space. Refer to the September issue for complete information, and
to the final show information in case of
last- minute changes.

Over 40 Manufacturers showing all the latest products:

Beta SP, D1 & D2
MII
Reels up to 2" x 16"

ELECTRONICS, INC.

dia facilities.
Some of these sessions, plus the work shops /seminars and papers sessions, re-

!

hosts.
"Jim Macdonald

HIGH ENERGY DEGAUSSER
Model TD -5

Manufactured by:

Man:' This is a don't-miss session. Jimmy
was the voice of Mickey Mouse for over
fifty years, and a prominent member of
the sound effects staff at the Disney Stu dio for many years. Come and find out
how it used to be done.
There will also be the ever -popular
technical tours. Friday, Sept. 21 will be the
tour of broadcast facilities; Saturday, Sept.
22, film and video production facilities;
Sunday, Sept. 23, prominent recording studios; Monday, Sept. 24, sound reinforce ment; and Tuesday, Sept. 25, optical me-
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Vega T-89 mic
The T-89 advanced handheld wireless microphone features Vega's patented internal dipole antenna, which provides high
efficiency for maximum range and operating reliability. With Vega's Dynex Ill audio processing system, the mic delivers a
dynamic range of more than 105dB. All
operating controls are located on the bottom of the mic and recessed to prevent
damage. An LED indicator is featured to
indicate audio overload.
Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card

Bryco DATRAX
DATRAX DAT tape storage units are wall or table-mountable and can hold up to 60
tapes. Available in hand-finished solid oak

throat. The 4-inch diaphragm offers a frequency response from below 400Hz and
an 80 impedance.
Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

Tascam BR-2OT

mastering deck
The BR -20T 1/4 -inch 2 -track recorder /producer with center-track time code features
servo -controlled motors for accurate transport response, gentle tape handling while
under SMPTE outboard control, gapless
and seamless punch in /out for transparent editing, independent reel size selection for handling dissimilar reel sizes, and
separate record functions for the left and
right channels. Retail price is $2,999.
Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card

and a granite- looking black speckle finish,
both can be mounted vertically or
horizontally.
Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card

Control Concepts Islatrol /Plus
The Islatrol /Plus hybrid surge suppression
and transient filtration system provides
protection when microprocessor -based
system malfunction is traced to the ac
power line. The system's energy flow, combined with high- energy suppression cornponents, protects against the full spectrum
of voltage transients, whether high -energy
events or line-conducted noise. High energy protection exceeds the lowest clamping categories designated by UL 1449 catastrophic event specification. MOV arrays
rated at 150 MCOV (Maximum Continuous
Operating Voltage) provide more high energy absorption than standard 130
MCOV

devices and provide more

headroom.
Circle (104) on Rapid Facts Card

Peavey VCM 1 mic
The VCM 1 miniature, fixed-charge, condenser mic features a back -electret condenser, cardioid polar pattern, an external windscreen, a wire -form hanging
adapter to allow proper angle, a specially
tailored rise in frequency response for offaxis pickup and 9V to 52V operation. A
phantom power module and a 25 -foot cable are supplied.
Circle (105) on Rapid Facts Card

Peavey 44T compression driver
The 44T features a scalloped uniphase suspension, which enables performance without the "rocking modes" found in many
large format drivers. The radial slot phase
plug is optimized for maximum high frequency extension and provides smooth
air flow from the diaphragm to the horn
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pled with 11 -gauge front- and rear mounting angles. Front angles feature
tapped 10-32 mounting holes; adjustable
rear angles have .281 diameter holes. Cabinets have front and rear ventilating grills
with cleanable air filters, and grills are engineered to accept Cabtron's blower
system.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card

Crown microphone

slide rule
Crown's microphone slide rule relates microphone polar patterns to reverb and
gain, and converts between Pascal, Micro bar, Dyne /CM squared and dB SPL information. If any two of the following microphone parameters are known, the others
can also be determined with the slide rule:
open circuit sensitivity in dB re 1V, open
circuit sensitivity in mVs /Pa, power sensitivity in dBm, EIA sensitivity in dBm, and
impedance. If dB SPL is known for a given distance, a new dB SPL can be determined for another distance. This same information can be used to determine the
new output sensitivity of the microphone
at the new SPL /distance. Common microphone sensitivity specifications are listed
on the jacket, along with five ways to express the same microphone sensitivity.
Price is $5.
Circle

Peavey HDH 2T SR enclosure
The HDH 2T sound reinforcement enclosure is optimized to work with the Dynamic System Controller Series HDH in
the 2 -way, 60Hz mode of operation. The
enclosure features the CH-5 horn with a
manifold component and four 22A corn pression drivers to ensure low distortion
and high reliability. The low- frequency
section is vented, driven by a 1505 -8 Black
Widow. The 2T is a bi- amp -only enclosure,
and even though it is optimized for processor control, it may still be conventionally bi -amped by using the PL -800 EQ or
the PL -1200 EQ modules. The connectors
are Neutrik 8-pin.
Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Cabtron Firstline Series
The Firstline Series heavy -duty vertical
rack cabinets are designed for load requirements of up to 2,000lbs. per enclosure, and are available in both single
and multi-bay configurations. The racks
are fabricated with 12 -gauge frames cou-
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on Rapid Facts Card

Saki S -800 Series
The S -800 Series replacement heads are
for use with the Studer A-80 and A-800 Series 24 -track recorders. The heads are
made of long -life Permalloy to meet or exceed Studer electrical and mechanical
specifications, and are interchangeable
with original heads with no wiring modification. A 30 -day money -back guarantee
is included. List price for each head is
$2,850.
Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card

Arcor XH Series shrink labels
The XH Series retrofit shrink labels slip
over terminated cable such as RG8, RG11,
RG58, RG62, precision video and twin ax.
The also slip over BNC, TNC or twin -axial
connectors and A33M and A3F-type microphone connectors. The labels are available in pin -feed flat packs of 84, 210 and
420, and also in 7 -, 15- and 100 -foot spools.
The labels can be written on, typed on or
sequence -printed by computer. Arcor will
provide printing for a 1 -time setup fee of
$25 or will supply a computer program on
a 41/2 -inch floppy disk for $125.
Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

27th Dimension Champion
Series
The 10 -CD Champion Series production
music collection is designed both as a
complement to the Gold and Platinum Series and as a mini collection. Each selection is of industrial length, and an alternate mix plus a :60 and :30 version is
included. A 2 -CD Christmas music package, "Sounds Like Christmas;' is also available, which includes traditional and original music with seasonal sound effects.
Circle (113) on Rapid Facts Card

Digidesign Deck
Deck, a digital audio multitrack recording
program for the Macintosh II, is designed
for use in conjunction with Audiomedia
or Sound Tools hard -disk recording systems. Developed by OSC, Deck features
four tracks of CD fidelity audio with the
ability to record while playing back previously recorded tracks; fully automated
mixing; digital EQ and effects; and support

DATRAX"60

for simultaneous MIDI file playback. Unlimited track bounce allows the user to
mix multiple tracks to disk without any
constraint or degradation in quality. To
maximize storage capacity, data compression options of 2.1 and 4.1 are provided.
List price is $349.

original music and sound effects for use
with Audiomedia and Sound Tools, pro vides high- fidelity original music that is
prelicensed so that it can be used freely
and repeatedly without use or licensing
fees. The recordings are in Digidesign 's
Sound Designer II file format, with arrangements and regions premarked for
maximum convenience in production.
Recordings are provided in 44.1kHz and
32kHz sample rates for playback directly
from CD -ROM drives, and can also be cop led to hard disk for playback. New Age,
classical, popular and rock genre recordings are included.

Circle (114) on Rapid Facts Card

VGS mixing stand
The VGS mixing stand is easily adjustable
to accommodate almost any keyboard or
mixing console. The unit has an overall
height of almost 28 inches, with the width
between 32 and 57 inches. The
all -black unit is constructed of welded steel
and finished in scratch -resistant, high temperature baked enamel for extra durability. Four casters provide easy movement
and locking.

Circle (117) on Rapid Facts Card

Prosonus strings library
The Prosonus orchestral stings library for
use with the New England Digital Synclavier is now available on a 1Gbyte optical disk. The library includes samples of
a full 35 -piece orchestra, and solo and sec tion performances of violin, cello, viola

Circle (116) on Rapid Facts Card

Digidesign Clip Tunes
Clip Tunes, a CD-ROM with 600Mbytes of

HOLDS UP

ON THE ROAD
Store your DAT tapes in a

beautiful, contemporary
wall /table mountable unit
that holds ua to 60 tapes.

TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX
AMP_

I

N ST.

PICKUP

AVAILABLE 'N SOLID OAK

AND DESIGVER FINISHES
ALSO MAILABLE:

DAT Custom

Flight Cases

For information or to order `V
TEL:
Fax:

818.783.9133
818.783.9318

BRYCO PRODUCTS,

13444 Moorpark St.,

Suite 23, Shermcn Oaks, CA 91423

(JCOUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES

INCB

CITY,

Circle (31) on Rapid Facts Card
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6.41.4vg &tile
and bass. The orchestra and each of the
instruments are recorded in sustained
forte, piano and muted tones; an assortment of glissandi, marcato, and pizzicato
and snapped pizzicato. Also, each instrument is played with a number of specifically appropriate articulations.
Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card

Klipsch & Associates
KP115 -SW subwoofer
The KP- 115-SW relies on a K-48 -E 15 -inch
woofer in a vented enclosure. Frequency
response is rated at 40Hz to 2kHz ±4dB;
-10dB point is 32Hz. Sensitivity is 101dB
SPL, measured at one meter with 2.83V
input. Nominal impedance is 811. Maximum continuous power handling is 300W.
Maximum output is 125dB SPL. The subwoofer can be rack -mounted when placed
on its side. An optional socket, flush mounted at cabinet top, allows the sub woofer to be used as a base for mounting
the main system in the air, eliminating the
need for a tripod.
Circle (119) on Rapid Facts Card

Omnimusic Omni FX
Series One
Available on CD, the Omni FX Series One
contains digitally produced effects from
sources such as transportation, office,
home, sports, city and suburbia. The collection also features several digitally mul-

titracked environment montages, each
running from one to three minutes. Omni
FX is available on a 1 -time buyout basis
and includes 12 CDs, computer-based
search system, catalog and cross-reference

line of electronically controlled speaker
systems. The DML- 1152MC features a 15inch DL15X low- frequency woofer and a
DH1A high- frequency driver on an HP64

horn. The square front horn can be rotated for either a 60 °x40° or a 40 °x60°
coverage pattern. The cabinet has three
angled sides, providing two horizontal and
one vertical positions. The system is in a
carpet-covered 14 -ply Finnish birch cabinet and is equipped with a Neutrik
NL4MP-R Speakon connector.
Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card

MIDIBuddy Multi
MIDI Processor
Introduced by Acme Digital and Eltekon
Technologies, and designed for use in conjunction with other MIDI sequencing systems, the MIDIBuddy MMP features a 10track MIDI sequencer, 10x10 MIDI router, fully featured MIDI data processor and
system -exclusive data filer. The MMP also
features a built -in 3.5 -inch floppy disk
drive. The front panel of the 2 -space rack mount unit provides a 40 character x 2line backlit LCD and an ergonomic, user friendly "soft" button layout. Options include a SCSI port for connection to external Eltekon hard disk drivers, a second 3.5inch floppy disk drive, and the Optical Network Expansion (ONE) port. List price is
$1,495.
Circle (103) on Rapid Facts Card

Acoustic Technology
FC -100 Feedback Eliminator
The FC -100 in -line signal processor is designed to monitor the signal produced by
a microphone and detect abnormal,
system-induced feedback signals that ride
on top of vocal and instrumental program
material. In normal operating mode, the
FC -100 provides a neutral conduit for the
mic signal with flat frequency response,
0dB gain and greater than 100dB S/N ratio. When regenerative feedback begins to
develop, the unit's intelligent microprocessor reacts instantly to suppress the feedback and prevent deterioration of the
sound quality. The FC -100 allows 12dB to
15dB feedback cancellation.
Circle (110) on Rapid Facts Card

E -V DML- 1152MC monitor
The Electro-Voice DML- 1152MC slant monitor is the newest addition to the DeltaMax
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Circle (125) on Rapid Facts Card

Altec Lansing 9446A
power amp
The 9446A Anniversary Series dual channel power amplifier delivers 400W
per channel into 812, 600W power channel into 411, or 1,200W into an 812 bridged
load. The amplifier features Output-Z Protection, which protects the unit from low
impedance loads and shorted output terminals.
Circle (126) on Rapid Facts Card

Turtle Beach Systems
56K digital audio system

index.
Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card

tures power handling of 40W of pink noise
with a 6dB crest factor, band limited from
90Hz to 20kHz. The M300 offers a matching transformer and optional omnimount
brackets. It provides power handling of
75W of pink noise with a 6dB crest factor, band limited from 80Hz to 20kHz. The
M400 includes a 1 -inch throat driver (902 8B) and rates a power handling of 150W
of pink noise with a 6dB crest factor, band
width limited from 80Hz to 20kHz. The
M500 includes a 909 driver and horn for
high- output performance. Power handling
is 250W of pink noise with a 6dB crest factor, band width limited from 38Hz to
20kHz. The Altec 604 is incorporated into
the M600, which includes tee-nuts for
hanging. The M600 has a power handling
of 150W of pink noise with a 6dB crest factor, band width limited from 80Hz to
15kHz.

Panasonic SV-3700
Pro-DAT recorder
The SV-3700 full-function Pro -DAT recorder features a front -panel shuttle wheel,
with 0.5 to 15x speed range. At the analog input, there are 4- stage, 1-bit Delta Sigma A/D converters. At the analog output, proprietary quad 18 -bit DACs reduce
zero-cross distortion. Also featured in a
horizontal cassette tray for easy tape loading; program, absolute and time-remaining
displays; and push- button selection of
44.1kHz and 48kHz sampling rates via
analog or digital inputs.
Circle (122) on Rapid Facts Card

Altec Lansing Maestro series
The Maestro monitor series includes six
2 -way systems. The 55 -4A features power
handling of 60W of pink noise with a 6dB
crest factor, band limited from 100Hz to
20kHz. The M200 with transformer fea-
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The 56K digital 2 -track editing system for
IBM AT or 386 compatible computers
combines expandable digital signal
processing hardware with high- quality
graphic software, which provides professional CD- quality hard-disk recording. The
system features the 56K-PC, a full- length
16 bit feature card that provides access to
the computers hard disk for recording and
playback. It is based on the Motorola
DSP56001 chip, and is optimized for commonly used DSP calculations. Communications to external devices is handled by
the 56K -D digital audio interface, which
provides connections to AES /EBU and
SPDIF digital audio interfaces. SMPTE
time code and MIDI connectors are also
provided. The 56K -A analog /digital converter is designed for users of the 56K system when there is no other means of converting analog audio to digital and back.
Circle (124) on Rapid Facts Card

FOR SALE

db

Lincoln St.
Suite 103C
Boston, MA 02134
214

The oldest broker on the East Coast !!

GET YOUR CA
TOGETHER

PHONE (617) 782 -4838
FAX (617) 782 -4935
WE NEED YOUR CLEAN USED 24 TRACK !!!

ENGINEERING

SSL 4040E /G w/32, 1yr $135K; 4048E/G, TR, 1yr, $175K; CALL for 6048E/G, 5yr; 4064G,
3yrs mint; 6064E/G VU; Neve 8128, 48 in w /Necam; 4000E Modules, $3.3K. Amek API,
Trident, Call. 24+ Tracks; Studer A800 MklIl, $38K; MCI JH24, $20K; Mitsubishi X -850,
call; 3M dig 32, $35K; Otani MTR90, MX-80 many, call. Otani 5050B $15K; Pultec Mavec(tube
pre/eq), $1.4K; Pultec EQP1A, $1.8K; Adams -Smith 2600 system, $5K; Neumann U89, $1.2K;
KM84, $275; AKG C12, call; AKG C12A, $15K; C -414EB /BULS from $500. dbx noise reduction
in

stock.

List Your For -Sale Items Free!!
Otani & Tascam authorized service
All major brands available new at great prices !!

ACKAGESOF3,10& 100

tam kick

Circle (40) on Rapid Facts Card

(415) 861 -6011

AUGUST SPECIALS!

STUDIOWORKS

at

Recording & Broadcast Equipment

P.O. Box 77394
San Francisco, CA 94107
FAX: (415) 3349511

B.A.E. Inc. (Blevins Audio Exchange)

-- -

Studer A -80 MK III
$24K
MCI /Sony JH 24 AL Ill
$19K -$24K
8 API 550A EQ's w/PS & rack
$4.8K
U87's w /Z48
$13K
New CAD Consoles
MCI JH 400, 500, 600 consoles
Many to Choose from ..
Neotek w /Fade X auto
$19K

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE

1- 800 -899 -2234
Ask for Randy or John

SONY

-

.

RECORDING STUDIO
SPACE /SUBLET
2500 sq. ft. Full Floor. Great Location.
Madison Green Park view in the heart of
the Trendy Twenties in Manhattan. Architect designed; includes kitchen and offices.

AKG

JBL /UREI

RAMSA

ALLEN &

LEXICON
NEUMANN

SENNHEQSER

HEATH
FOSTEX

OTARI

SOUNDTRACS
VALLEY INT'L

Over 70 Professional Lines!

Professional Audio
(800)438 -5921
(704)375 -1053
Sony used & demo sale

ÎQIicIbIQ
No Fancy Ads

Just Good Service & Prices
All Major Lines

RECORDING STUDIO EQUIPMENT
E -MU EMAX Il Keyboard $4200.00
E -MU Emulator III 4 meg $6999.00
Meyer 833 monitor system $3800.00
Fostex E2 (2 track) $2800.00

704 375 8662 Ext 737

TEKCOM CORPORATION

The Studio POP Filter

1020 N. Delaware Ave.,Philadelphia, PA 19125

A

215 -426 -6700

Great Improvement on a Good Idea!
Open up the sound of your vocals
and voice overs without annoying
"POPS" ruining your best take!

2 Stereo Nagras $4700 each, 6

Schoeps

T- powered amplifiers $300 each, various

Schoeps capsules including hypercardioid, bi- directional, Sennheiser KAT -15 -II
$125, 16 & 35mm dubbers, Sony TCD5M w/60htz crystal $800, Feature Films Dolby A unit for Nagra, completely adaptable $1000, PCM -F1, AEA MS38 M -8S encoder /decoder $275. Call for list.

212 -924 -2535

Standard mic stand
adaptor with threaded
brass insert

Patent 44700432

Circle (41) on Rapid Facts Card

MCI JH -110 1/2 -inch 4track recorder,
with remote and manual. MCI JH -110

-inch 2track recorder, with remote
and manual. Crown 800 series 1/4inch 2track, with manual. $7500.00
for all or will separate.
1/4

Call Doug (813) 988-6920

Sony 3036 loaded 32 /non auto. $52K w/warranty.
Sony 3036 loaded 36 w/auto & hard drive. $75K.

212-777 -7755

All rights reserved.

Only
$2400

One piece plastic rims, With optional
Clamp and
diameter-in sky blue
Gooseneck
or black

5'

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

$4495

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612 -481 -9715
Circle (42) on Rapid Facts Card

db ENGINEERING new specials
from the oldest broker in the East.
PROCESSING; TUBE -TEC, Aphex,
Massenburg, Sontek, Orban, Eventide.

MONITORS: TANNOY, Klipsch, Aura tone. AMPS; Crest, Hafler, Ashley all @
best prices. db is also your source for;

Klipsch, AKG, Neumann, Adams -Smith,
Beyer, Studiomaster, Sennheiser & most
major brands. Call for quotes.
Phone (617) 782 -4838
Fax (617) 782 -4935
Classified Advertising is available by the
column inch (Classified Display): $35 per inch,
per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1" minimum, billed at Y4" increments
thereafter. 10" maximum per ad. Blind ads (replies sent to REP for forwarding) $25 additional. Reader Service number $25 additional. Ads
4" and larger will receive a free reader service
number and your company's name listed in the
Advertiser's Index. Spot color (determined by
magazine) $150 additional. No agency discounts are allowed for classified advertising.
Contact Renée Hambleton, 913-888-4664,
for information on frequency and pre -payment
discounts, or to place your classified ad. Or
send your order and materials to:
Renée Hambleton
R.E.P
9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.
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FOR SALE
ENDLESS WORLD ADVERTISING PROMOTIONS
O.E.M., DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS WANTED
ENDLESS CASSETTES & TELEPHONE ON -HOLD SYSTEMS

MADE IN U.S.A.- -OUR 14th YEAR
Call and hear the audio
Clear case allows visual inspection of tape & splice
clarity of our new On -Hold telephone line adapter in combination with our Hold A -Call° Endless cassette player, also inquire about our new volume distributor
pricing on endless cassettes and On -Hold equipment.

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
San Francisco, CA 94101
P. 0. Box 1347
Fax: (415) 387-2425
(415) 221 -2000

EARS` ",

Highly Modified Harrison
MR -2 Console.
Used by many top artists.
HARRISON MR -2

STUDIO SPECIALISTS
(617) 783 -5229

SPECIFICATIONS:
INLINE 56INPUT /56 MONITOR
2. 48 BUSS
3. CAPABLE OF 166 INPUTS TO THE MIX
BUSS (56 with EQ and aux send, 110 with
level and pan)
4. 8 AUX SENDS PER I/O
5.
STEREO CUE SEND PER I/O
6. 2 STEREO FOLDBACK SENDS
7.
4 2TRK RETURNS
8. 4 AUXILIARY RETURNS
9. 4 EFFECTS RETURNS
10. LED BAR GRAPH METERS
11. FULL PATCH BAY
12. 56 CHANNEL MASTER MIX VCA DISC
BASED AUTOMATION SYSTEM
13. PRODUCERS DESK
1.

1

MODIFICATIONS:
Mix secton is non VCA Jensen Twin Servo custom design from the summing amps to the final balanced output stage.

'"i

Please Contact Steve Burdick at
(213) 851 -9800
Custom
Cases

Acoustic

Custom

Foam

Stands

Inc.

Studio
Furniture

Request Catalogue 800 -343 -1433, 516 -563 -0633
Island Cases, 1121 -20 Lincoln Ave., Holbrook NY 11741

Studio Design
Acoustical Consultation
Turnkey Installations
Custom Electronic Engineering
Studio Maintenance Services
TEF Room Analysis
Pro Audio Equipment Sales
Custom - Production" Furniture

E.A.R.S.

THE STUDIO DESIGN
and INSTALLATION COMPANY

of Design & Installation
Experience Assure High Performance
15 Years

System Layout, Cable Harnesses
Custom Patchbays, Wall Panels,
Cue Systems, Modifications, Service
Many famous brands of Pro Audio

Equipment - from Analyzers
to XLRs, API to White...
A FULL SERVICE Company!

JAY-EM Ceramics
8 Melanie Drive, Unit #8
Brampton Ontario, Canada, L6T 4L2

Tel (416) 458-8638

NEW, USED,

DEMO EQUIPMENT
MAGTRIDENT 36x24, AMEK
NUM /SCORPION, TASCAM M3500, TASTAC

CAM MSR 16/24 RECORDERS, TASCAM
DA3O DAT, SOUND TOOLS, EVENTIDE
H3000SE, ROLAND R88O DIG REVERB
AND E660 DIG EQ, ROLAND S77O SAMPLERS, D7O, ZETA3 SYNCHRONIZERS,
SONIC DAT.
COMPETITIVE PRICING
SERVICE

PANA-

UNCOMPROMISED

LEASING SPECIALISTS EXPERIENCED STAFF
INSTALLATION /SYSTEM DESIGN

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO

(602) 267 -0600
66
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Reichenbach Engineering Co., Inc.
SPECIAUSTS IN QUALITY AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

6887 Farmdale Avenue

- Building 10
North Hollywood, CA 91605

(818) 765 -6040

STUDIO AUCTION
Entire contents of NYC studio: Harrison MR3, Soundcraft 600,
1928 Steinway M, outboard gear...Also, corporation and/or
lease and leasehold improvements.- Fully constructed studios
w /wiring, central air, phone system, alarm systems, furniture, etc.

Tuesday, September 18, 1990 at 12:00 p.m.
Ned Sublette, Auctioneer
Mall and phone blds acceptStl

Call 212. 362 -7840 for details

Brand New 19" ADC
tt Patchbay Panels
Balanced/normalled, 144 points each.
Cost $300-Sell $175 each, 2 for $300 or
3 for $400.

Call Roger Cordell
(818) 763 -8301

Leasing Options / Mastercard / Visa
CALL for our company brochure.
Boston, MA (617) 783 -5229
FAX (617) 254 -8781

E.A.R.S.'", Inc.
Circle (51) on Rapid Facts Card

CERAMICS COATED CAPSTANS
Ceramics coated capstans for your duplicating
machines supplied at very reasonable price.
Please write or call:

Audio

MICROPHONES
Best Price

On...

AKG C-414B/ULS
EV PL -20
Milab DC -96B

Neumann U -87a
CAD Equitek II

opus
4262 GRAND, GURNEE, IL 60031

1- 800 -522 -6787
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MITAM AUDIO
THE SOURCE"
SINCE 1967

CONSOLES
MULTI -TRACKS
MONITORS

AMPS
D.A.T.
MICS
EFFECTS
USED EQUIPMENT
1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554

(309) 346 -3161
800 -334-8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431

FOR SALE, con't.

American Pro Audio

rr.urrfr
rrrr++r
_.:.,.._...

STUDIO/RECORDING EQUIPMENT:
Including Synclavier, Master Mix,
Bryston amps, UREI 813B's, Sony 25"
Trinitron TV, Video Projector/Screen,
HP Oscilloscope tape recs, hitech
tables /chairs, rack units, road cases,
piano bench, tape.
212 777 -7755

POP
FILTERS
An absolute necessity
for every studio
$49.95 includes screen,
clamp, gooseneck and shipping

Sony /MCI

Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
ßeycr Rol,ur-! Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

Call or Write for Free Brochure

CUSTOM MIDAS CONSOLE

rlIE

Ex -Oscar Peterson, 16 x 8 record-

Mini Lease Program

ing, 8 PRO5, 8 PROS w/updated
amps, Remix option, 6 LED option,
NTP peak meter, patch bay, flight
case. $9,500.

POPPER STOPPERS
P.O. Box

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SYNCLAVIER

1- 800 -333 -2172

THOUSANDS OF PIECES
OF USED GEAR
Ocean Audio Must Sell 280 Con-

32 Poly -8 FM -8 out, 16 meg RAM,
240 meg storable, clock module. 2 x
8 MIDI, VP keyboard w /custom For-

mica console cabinet. Mint condition.
$65,000.
516 -669 -1872

Attack

Noise Now!

MARKERFOAMT "ACOUSTIC FOAM

GIANT

54 "x 54"

$19.99
Per Sheet!!

Blue

or

Grey
KILL NOISE QUICK! Soundproof studios, rehearsal spaces.
vans, rooms with super -effective. E -Z mount, 2" thick studio
gray or natural blue (specify color). Markerfoam offers outstanding sound absorption qualities. Immediate shipping. Adc $3.50/
sheet shipping. NYS residents add 7% tax. MC /Visa'Amex/
COD /Check /Terms. 3-Inch sheen also available at $29.99.

soles, 68 -Multi -Track Recorders
and thousands of pieces of Audio and Video equipment at LOW
clearance prices. To list your
equipment FREE or receive custom listings from us,

dbENGINEERING
Call and ask why the
consoles by ARIES are
the industry's best buy !!

Call Toni or David at
(213) 459 -2743 or Fax 454 -6043

English quality for less $$$ than Trident,
Soundcraft or TAC !! Prices for 16/8/16
start under $5,000. New modular range
24/8/16 w /meters, 4 band EQ and 8
sends from $12,500. Call for 8/12 buss,
16/24 monitor pricing up to 40/12/24.

Portable Sound Panels
Isolate specific areas
Many sizes and options
Panels start at $19.95/ea
Complete w /foam

Phone (617) 782 -4838
Fax

(617)

6010 -658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Hank (916) 284 -6929

New or used, trade -ins 24-60
months with buyout option
$5K -25K no financials
required min. 2 yrs in business.

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635

IslandLincoln
Cases
Ave.,

782 -4935

1121 -1

II6

800 -343 -1433

Write for free catalog
Holbrook, N.Y. 11741

In N.Y. 516 -563 -0633

MARKERTEK BLADE TILESTM
HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW, LOW COST!
$2.99 per tile, 16x16x2"

TEES
ES dS THE 90°S..... DO YOU NEED

anything

MAIIKERSTIK foam adhesive.
Woks with any standard
cau king gun. Mounts up to
50 square ft. $3.80 per tube.

Get our FREE 150-page catalog of
over 3,000 exclusive and hard -tofind supplies for audio & video.
800- 522 -2025 America's most unique
(In NY 914 -246 -3036)

catalog for audio & video!

MAR ERTEK
VIDEO SUPPLY
Ave

aUdiOoffers

D1[

QTA]L ?

a full range of professional Digital Audio products for every application
and budget. Let our staff of sales engineers and technicians design a system to meet your
facilities needs, from R -DAT to multi -track digital, new or used we have what you need
to get the job

America's best acoustic tile
sake, only from Markertek!
Charcoal. Also available 16x
16x3" as shown $3.99 each

Saugerties

New DYork

Circle (43) on Rapid Facts Card

done easily & cost -effectively. We carry a complete line of new 8 used audio and
video equipment
with prices and services unmatched nationwide. Call today and start saving time
and money now!
Take a look at some of our quality product lines...
ALPI IA AUDIO DR -2 Hard Disk Recorder & Boss -2 Editing System AUDIOMATION Moving Fader
Automation DIGITAL DESIGNS AUDIO- KINETICS- MASTER MIX II Automation AKG VALLEY T.C.
ELECTRONICS BSS SOUNDTRACS PLC KLARK-TEKNIK NEOTEK EVENTIDE IIAFLER
USED SPECIALS

- NEVE V-60 w/48 i/o auto. $250K
API 3232 -Call SSL 4056E/G -$256k MCI JH- 24- $23.5K 4 AKG C- 60Tube
Studer A820 -24 1 yr. $65K Otari MIR -90-II $31K Mits X -850 $87K Neumann U47Tube -CALL
2- MCI -428 20 inAMS Audiofile Loaded $55K
Many Tascam MS-16 $5K -7K AKG TUBE -New $1,950 Tascam 600 32x16x32 w/pb (Ik new)
WE
$12.5K
WANT YOUR USED AND TUBE EQUIPMENT-CASH PAID!!! List your 4 -sale equip w /us FREE!!

w /6caps-$2.5K

$6.5K

anything audio

professional audio and video systems
Equipment Sales System Design

Instal!atlon

THE DIGITAL AUDIO SOURCE

NEWUSEDRAREBUYSELLTRADE
PHONE 617 -426 -2875

FAX 617- 426-2763

63 MELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA 02210

Circle (44) on Rapid Facts Card
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RENTAL EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE

Zji0wwwwid.. /Lingo

SINGERS!
VOCALS
Or REMOVE

Ask for

The "DATAFILE"
Equipment reviews, buying guide, new & used
deals. Chicago's source for PRODISK Hard
Disk Recorder; OTARI; SUMMITT; TANNOY;
NEUMANN; API; SOUNDCRAFT; SONY &
PANASONIC DATS; J.L. COOPER; ADAM SMITH; TIMELINE; MEYER; AKAI; LEXICON

Chicago's Leading
Pro -Audio Dealer
708 -339 -8014

3M

Audio, video & digital tapes
Full line of accessories
DAT recorders.
Orders shipped within 24 hours.
R & M

PRO AUDIO

TOTAL EFFECT

A

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!
40".

t i
vra

Eventide H -3000 SE
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 1210 spatial ex.
Publison Infernal 90

ïe-r-

.;--'}---Ç

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or peform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclisively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept.RP- 9,7980 LT Parkway

(404) 482 -4724
Lithonia, GA 30058
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: 14041482-2485

1080 Pacheco, S.F., CA 94116
(415) 665 -8480

<New
Includes
remote
patchbay.

AMS S-DMX

24 hr.

AMS RMX -16
Eventide SP 2016

service

O

7 days
a week

Lexicon 480L
480L Larc & Manuals

All for$300 a day
or $1200 a week!
(That's $171.43 a day!)
Call for advance bookings today

(818)345 -4404
Encino, CA
Circle (46) on Rapid Facts Card

On -Line MIDI Production Support for:
COMMODORE/AMIGA
ATARI ST
APPLE/MACINTOSH

ECM
PROGRAMS
PATCHES
SAMPLES

IBM/COMPATIBLES

FEATURES:
WORLD-WIDE
E -MAIL SYSTEM
AND MUCH MORE!

Call or write for more information:

EAST COAST MIDI*.
21

udils t3pe(D.A. .
Analog Tape, Audio Accessories
Phone In Order, Ship Same Day
Great Price
Great Quality

1

September Street Coram, New York 11727

-800-736 -0181 (voice into) 9am -5pm ESE
516- 928.4986 (data) 24 Hours

HI TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS INC.
The national specialists in Live Pro Audio
Mixing Console & Signal Processing
equipment rentals. A wide selection of
large & medium main frame consoles.

Gamble Yamaha Soundcraft Ramsa
EFX and R -DAT units, available for
national & regional tours, special events,
& long /short term leasing.
415 -726 -2428
San Francisco

-

World Class Tapes
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators
670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669 (within Michigan)

Hammer

Superconductor"'

guitars and you don't use a SuperconductorTM you're missing a basic

R

E

P

Chicao

Pro Audio Rentals

If you record

tool!
Guitar cables eat up high end. A 15ft cable causes up to a 10db roll off between
4kHz and 20kHz.
The Superconductor's circuitry eliminates
this loss. Experience new clarity & brilliance. Get it all on tape!

Digital Recorders
Analog Recorders
Dolby Noise Reduction
Outboard Processing Gear
Competitive Rates
Well- Maintained Equipment
Exceptional Service & Support

DW Labs IiThe Audible Difference
P.O.

(818) 985 -6882

Box 882, Dept. 26, Milburn, N.J. 07041

1- 800 -542 -2454

Circle (45) on Rapid Facts Card
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ADVANCED
AUDIO

Call us at

for prices on tapes & duplicating

Orlando

BASIC TOOLS

On-Shell Printing

(800) 365 -0669

-
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11120

Weddington St.,

N

Hollywood, CA 91601

AES 1990

Equipment Rental

Hollywood, CA

Rack Attack "
co

Audio Processing Systems

- Rack System `A' .... $265 per day
1) AMS
1) AMS
1) Eventide
1) Eventide
1) Lexicon
1) Lexicon
1) TC Electronics
1) Yamaha

Rack System `B'

DMX 1580S
RMX 16
SP -2016
H- 3000SE
480L with LARC
PCM -70
2290
SPX -1000

- Short Guy System ... $165 per day
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

Lexicon
Lexicon
Lexicon
Eventide
TC Electronics
Yamaha
Yamaha

co

.

$225 per day

1) Lexicon
1) Lexicon
1) Lexicon
1) Eventide
1) Publison
1) TC Electronics
1) TC Electronics
1) Yamaha

..
.

.
.
.

480 -L with LARC
PCM-70
PCM-42
H- 3000SE
Infernal 90
2290
1210
SPX -1000

- Individual Rentals

480 -L with LARC
PCM-70
PCM-42
H- 3000SE
2290
SPX -1000
REV -5

AMS
AMS
Lexicon
Quantec
Quantec
Yamaha

per day

1580S
RMX -16
480 -L
QRS
XL
REV -1

75.00
75.00
85.00
65.00

.. 65.00
.. 65.00

Introducing our latest configurations & prices

Outboard
Rentals

(818)

We Rent

998 -1024

Keyboard Racks of Doom

!
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Coming in September
Join the staff of

REP

REP AES Preview Issue

* Product

Pre Show

*Workshops

Papers
Show scheduling and information

* Exhibitor's listings
Introducing new products
lines

.

at AES, in Los Angeles, September 22 -25

September, 1990

* AES

RE-P.

product

Directory

*Alpha listing by product category
and by company

* Product
&

features:

Preview

New products being introduced

13-E-P continues to provide quality editorial content your customers request to surround your ad. That means
quality readership of your ad message to nearly 50,000* audio professionals for the lowest classified rate
in the industry!
'includes pass -along
August 1990
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HELP WANTED

SERVICES

DISC MAKERS
Cassette
Duplication
Record Pressing
CD Replication
Video Duplication

STUDER

REVOX

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

'JBL

Swiss trained in servicing all open reel and
cassette tape recorders, CD players, and other
Studer /ReVox equipment. Over 12,000 units
serviced Nationwide since 1978. Fast 48 -72
hour service w /90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing & head
relapping service. New & used machines
available w /warranty. Visa/MC.

LOUDSPEAKER
PRODUCT MANAGER

"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"

Complete Pock ages
CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1-800-468-9353 (In PA: 215. 232 -41401

DISC MAKERS
1328 North 4th Street
PA 10019

STUDIO -SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr., #100

Schaumburg, II 60173
Phone: (708) 843 -7400
FAX: (708) 843 -7493

Philadelphia,

MICROPHONES -Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
35 yrs. experience with RCA.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ
08071. (609) 589 -6186.
RCA

LOUDSPEAKERS -EXCLUSIVE
Factory Authorized Center
Professional -High Fidelity
Warranty /Non Warranty Repair. Four
Day Turnaround For Stocked Kits. All
Work Done By Factory Trained
Technicians.

JBL

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Broad Run Rd.. Dowingtown. PA 19335 1215) 383-1083

MAGNETIC RECORDING
HEADS -RE LAP /REPLACE-

MENT for Audio, Video, Time
Code, Duplication. 29 years of
head design experience. IEM,
350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL
60067; tel (708)358-4622.

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
AT HIGH SPEED PRICES.
1000 C -24 (or less) chrome tape with direct
printing on clear shells, full color inserts and
shrinkwrap at the low price of $998.00.

FASTTRACK RECORDS
4220 Broadway, Denver Colo. 80216
(303) 292 -2115

II.
0.

Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication
Real Time and High Speed
Cassette Duplication
Direct On -Shell Imprint in Colors

COMPLETE PACKAGÁS

ú

Call Today for your Free Catalogue

1

on

1

FAX

1

á3O0 -869-6

READY TO
IMPROVE YOUR
RECORDING

SKILLS?

THEN SIT NEXT TO A TOP FLIGHT
ENGINEER AS HE DEMONSTRATES
ALL THE ELEMENTS THAT GO
INTO GREAT RECORDING
The SHAPING YOUR SOUND series is
five indispensable new videotapes covering multi -track recording, mixing, signal
processing and microphones. They bring
better studio technique to life using the
power of video to do "WHAT NO BOOK
ON THE SUBJECT HAS EVER BEEN
ABLE TO ACCOMPLISH!" (Mix
Magazine)
Every tape is packed with demonstrations
and examples that cut through time consuming book study and get you down to
better recordings.
CALL FREE TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT SHAPING YOUR SOUND,
THE PROFESSIONALS' TRAINING
PROGRAM.

561

718- 788-6 969
718-499-0 421

Circle (49) on Rapid Facts Card

HELP WANTED
AUDIO ENGINEER
Major NYC video production facility
with 3 stages seeks experienced Audio Engineer for live shoots. Minimum
3 years of related experience a must.
Send resume in confidence to:
Caller Box #739, New York, NY 10018

Circle (48) on Rapid Facts Card
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The successful candidate will have a BSEE
and 3 -5 years experience in the specification
and design of professional loudspeaker products for both studio and sound reinforcement applications. Particular emphasis will
be placed on project management skills, as
well as familiarity with the various vertical

markets served, such as sound contracting,
home and studio recording, musical instruments, broadcast, tour sound, etc.
JBL Professional offers a competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits package, and the
challenge of working for an industry leader. If
you would like to join our team, please submit
your resume including salary history to:

Mark Gander
Vice President, Marketing
JBL Professional, Dept. PSN
8500 Balboa Blvd., P.O. Box 2200
Northridge, CA 91329

AUDIO SWEETENING

Major NYC Video facility seeks audio engineer with experience in multitrack
sweetening. Send resume to:

P.O. Box 2258, Dept. Audio
Times Square Station
NY, NY 10108 -2050

AUDIO ENGINEER WANTED
Major classical recording facility seeks experienced audio engineer for post production (editing) applications.
Applicants should have experience at established facilities with a full understanding of all aspects of record production. Knowledge of digital audio and music a must. Send resume to REP, P.O. Box 12901,
Dept. 100, Overland Park, KS 66212

1- 800 -777-1576
FIRST LIGHT VIDEO PUBLISHING
374 N. Ridgewood Place, L.A., CA 90004

ALIGNED AUDIO INC.
T; E»".:`R QUA-L jI T Y
#
PO

TRAINING

JBL Professional has an immediate opportunity in the area of product management for
loudspeaker products.

August 1990
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MAINTENANCE ENGINEER WANTED
Major classical recording facility seeks experienced maintenance engineer. Must be experienced with recording studio systems/applications
and as a bench technician. Will train in cutting
edge digital audio. Send resume to RE -P, P.O.
Box 12901, Dept. 101, Overland Park, KS 66212.

STUDIO MANAGER

Major NYC multi- studio facility needs experienced recording studio manager; big grief,
big bucks, big studios, great client roster,
lotsa action. Should be connected to and
respected by lables large and small.
You need us -we need you.
Please call: (212) 873 -8973

DUPLICATION SERVICES
CASSETTE TEK, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN PROMOTIONAL
CASSETTES FOR

ARTISTS-PRODUCERS-AGENCIES
Highest quality custom blanks audio and
video VHS cassettes
Duplication of audio and video
EMBOSSED on- cassette printing using
the PRINT RITE system
Direct mail services
Reasonable pricing
Fast service

1605 THOMASTON AVE.
WATERBURY, CT 06704

TEL. (203) 757 -4848
FAX (203) 756-8585

FINANCING

"LOANS BY PHONE"
NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $35,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000
NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE-LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON
,m

EXCHANGE

FUNóNG

(800) 342 -2093
FAX: (214) 235 -5452

LFCI

Equipment Leasing
o
o

$50,000 with credit app. only

Provides:
Off- balance sheet financing
Tax benefits
o All types of equipment
o Nationwide
o Dealers welcome
We specialize in A/V equipment
Call

:

(216) 882 -6503

415 -644 -2363

Oakland, CA 94608

Fax 415- 644 -1848

BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS
AND CONSOLES

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO
(602) 267 -0600

NEVE- SSL- APITELEFUNKEN -SONY
NEUMANN-OTARI- MCI -PULTEC -URIE -AMS
OR ANY USED CONSOLE,

TAPE MACHINE,

VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT
TO SELL -CALL

ANYTHING AUDIO

TEST

TAPES
All formats lucludlui cassettes

Write or phone for free catalog

T0

\

STANDARD TAPE LAICRATORY, INC.

26120 Eden Landing Road

*5,

Hayward, CA 94545

(415171. -754.
Circle (50) on Rapid Facts Card

617-426 -2875

DID

YOU
KNOW?
Print advertising
attracts
OVER TWICE
the new customers as
direct mail! *
You can reach nearly 50,000

Cassettes

AS EASY AS

II

.

,.

.

REAL TIME DUPLICATION

© HIGH
DUPLICATION
© CUSTOM BLANKS
SPEED

INTRODUCING:
Full Service Digital Editing
and CD Compilation
ESP Means Quality Full Service

Printing and Packaging, Friiendly
Professional Service, Competitive
Prices, Fast Turn -Around and
Highest Quality Raw Materials.

0.1

EASTERN STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
26 BAXTER STREET
BUFFALO., NY 14207
1- 716 -876 -1454

1-800-527-9225

potential customers for a fraction
of a cent each by placing your
ad in the Classifieds.

REP

402 -488 -1464

p

EQUIPMENT WANTED

EQUIPMENT WANTED

iTAM 16 Track Tape Decks.
iTAM Sigma 16 x 8 x 16 mix Boards
Top Dollar Paid

THE MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF

Dan Alexander

5935 Market St.

FAX your ad to 913/541 -6697
FT-1
or send it to

WANTED TO BUY

MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted: Dead or alive

Pultec, ITI, Lang, Sontec EQs. Telefunken,
Neumann, AKG or RCA mics. UREI, dbx, UA,
Teletronix, Fairchild limiters and other gear.
Boxes or tubes; API or Neve consoles and old
guitars.

WANTED

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

Nam

EQUIPMENT WANTED

9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.

Attn: Renée Hambleton
Source: Cahners Advertising
Research Report

P11IO p4FEC13
STUDIO EQUIP. FOR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 a.m. - a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines,
Synclavier Sys =ems.
Effects Processors Reverbs
(81.3) 980 -4006
(213) 871 -1104
Ask For Mark
1
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Rapid

Facts
Number

Page
Number
68

A Total Effect

9

Agfa Corporation

7

201/440 -2500

16

Aligned Audio, Inc

70

48

800/869 -6561

Anything Audio

67

44

617/426 -2875

Audio Visual Assistance

65

42

612/481 -9715

5

216/686 -2600

5

Audiolab Electronics

61

28

916/348 -0200

Bose Corporation

49

22

508/872 -6541

Bryco Products

63

30

818/783 -9133

Countryman Associates

63

31

415/364 -9988

Crown International

31

13

219/294 -8000

db Engineering

65

40

617/782 -4838

Disc Makers

56

26

212/265 -6662

Drawmer (Quest Marketing)

47

21

617/964 -9466

66

51

617/783 -5229

IFC

Electro- Voice, Inc

613/382 -2141

1

First Light Video Publishing

70

49

800/777 -1576

For.A Corporation of America

25

11

617/244 -3223

Fostex Corp. of America

41

19

213/921 -1112

Full Compass

43

20

800/356 -5844

Gand Music & Sound

61

29

708/446 -4263

Gefen Systems

36

18

818/884 -6294

8

6

800/443 -8457

BAC

3

HRC Magnetics

JBL Professional
Jensen Transformers, Inc.

60

27

213/876 -0059

KABA Research
Development

33

14

415/883 -5041

Klipsch

35

15

Markertek Video Supply

67

43

&

Mitsubishi Digital Pro Audio

800/522 -2025
203/744 -6230

1

CLASSIFIEDS
Renee Hambleton
913 -888 -4664
9221 Quivira Road

Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
Telefax: 913- 541 -6697

SANTA MONICA, CA

Herbert A. Schiff
213 -393 -9285

Jason Perlman
213 -458 -9987

Kelly Daugherty
213- 451 -8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: 213 -393 -2381

CHICAGO, IL
David Ruttenberg
312 -435 -2360
55 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60604
Telefax: 312 -922 -1408

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine
212 -332 -0634

38th Floor
888 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10106
Telefax: 212 -332 -0663

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House
New Street
Deddington, Oxford
OX5 45P England
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telephone: (0869) 38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.

17

415/341 -5900

2

601/483 -5365

Rack Attack

69

47

818/998 -1024

109 Conyngham Street

Radian Audio Engineering, Inc.

55

25

714/693 -9277

9

206/355 -6000

Frewville 5063
South Australia

Rane Corp.

19
12 -13

8

213/685 -5141

Otari Corp.
Peavey Electronics Corp

Roland Corp. U.S.

39
IBC

Sam Ash Professional

50

23

212/719 -2640

Seam Tech

65

41

415/861 -6011

Solid State Logic

21

Sony Pro Audio

17,59

800/635 -SONY

Soundcraft USA

6

818/893 -4351

Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc.

71

50

415/786 -3546

Tannoy North America, Inc

29

12

519/745 -1158

22 -23

10

213/726 -0303

4

213/816 -0415

45

800/365 -0669

Tascam Div./Teac Corp.

Technical Audio Devices
World Class Tapes

E

818/345 -4404

37

E.A.R.S., Inc.

R

46

Alesis Corp

Audio -Technica U.S., Inc

72

Advertiser
Hotline

P

2 -3

68
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Pty. Ltd.

Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101

Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi-Cho, 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03- 235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT

AWE ONLY MAKE PROMISES
WE CAN KEEP.
For many years, a great percentage of our con sumers have been very insistent that we (Peavey)

"get into the keyboard business...." From our
vantage point, it seemed that the major corrpetitcrs

-

in the synthesizer market seemed to be changing models
that time
virtually every year! To an observer
of the electnnic keyboard market, it seemed rather
apparent thEt this industry segment had evolved a
"vicious cycle of obsolescence" that seemed to rob
players of an adequate "service life" for the
products they bought. For the player to
get the new "trick sounds," he was
forced to buv the "latest and greatest"

-at

keyboard with the aforementioned
"obsolescence cycle" happening
every fifteen to eighteen months
...a short time indeed for a major purchase such is an electronic keyboard!
I always -old people that unless (and
until) we (Peavey) could come up with
something "truly different" and
something that would solve
the rapidly increasing

"cycle of cbsolescence," we would
continue to apt

Then, .t 1987 we began researching the possibi
of a soft-Aare-based system as opposed to the conventional ;then and now) hardware -based synths whose
basic o crating systems are "fixed" in custom LSI chips....
Our "software-based synthesis" would actually change the
entire operating system as opposed to simply changing
petchei and modifying some parameters through software.... Sur approach utilized a system of "phase modulation,' and at long last, we proved that :his system
Ices, in fact, break the "vicious cycle of obsolescence" thit created a lose /win situation:_
Keyboard players lose; manufacturers
win.
In January of 1989 we introduced the
DPM' 3 ...entirely designed, programmed,
and bailt in the USA.
As I promised, Peavey would only enter
the keyboard market when we had solved
the problem of hardware obsolescence.
What we have done is create an
incredibly advanced instrument
dedicated to the needs of the
musician, rather than
the manufacturer.

The DPM

3 is

the

realization
of that
promise.

out of the
chaotic syr-

thesizer
"fracus."

Hartley Peavey
CEO Peavey Electronics

011 OPMTM3
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For more

.rmation about th

PM®3 see your authori4ild Peavey repre `"

'eavey Electronics /

711 "A"

Street

/

Meridian. MS 39302 -2898

Even Our Smaller
Systems Can Fill A
Big Hall.

SR4700 Series
You've seen and heard our big systems,
installed in major venues around the
world and on tour with some of the
biggest names in the
music business. The
SR4700 Series Loudspeaker Systems are
equally at home on the
road or in the hall.

Their legacy comes from
Cabaret® Series, a prime
player in small to medium
club sound reinforcement
since the seventies. Their
influence is Concert
Series;" the new standard in
packaged JBL systems. With
Cabaret as the starting point and
Concert Series as our current direction, we
listened to your comments and suggestions,
turning them into the sound system of the nineties
and beyond.
The SR4700 Series is pure pro audio. Pure JBL components, the same caliber as those in our larger systems,
including the Vented Gap Cooling- low frequency
drivers and the 2445J compression driver. Pure JBL enclosures, five times stronger than traditional designs,
and protected by plastic- coated steel grills and super durable fabric - laminated plywood cabinets. Pure JBL
sensibility, interlocking enclosures with heavy-duty steel
handles and recessed input connectors, so they travel
tighter, set -up easier and last longer.
SR4700 Series, pure JBL. Be the first in line to hear them
today at your local JBL dealer.

'JBL
JBL Professional

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA
H

A Harman International Company
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